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INTRODUCTION 

Introduction 

The 1990's may well be considered as the era of information technology, 

with the prevalence of computers, digital communications and hence the need for 

data storage. Diverse data storage media have been introduced, such as silicon 

(flash memory) [3] and the CD (Compact Disk) [4], however improvements in 

magnetic recording has resulted in magnetic media as the prominent leader in mass 

storage technology. With improvements to the storage medium, the read/write heads 

and the channel electronics, the capacity of magnetic rigid disks has approximately 

doubled every 3 years (period 1960-90) [5]. These improvements to the channel, 

coupled with fast data-access times, has resulted in the magnetic disk drive 

remaining the dominant data storage device in computer technology. 

As storage densities increased, digital audio became viable and, driven by the 

enormous consumer market, products such as the audio CD [6] and RDAT (Rotary 

Head Digital Audio Tape) [7] have taken over from their analogue counterparts, as 

state of the art digital recording. 

Data communications is another huge growth area, with satellite data 

communications providing exciting new applications such as MPEG-2 (Motion 

Pictures Expert Group) compressed digital TV [8], Internet access [9] and personal 

communications [10]. 
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INTRODUCTION 

These new applications have been made possible largely due to the advances in 

digital electronics. DSP (Digital Signal Processing) processors now offer more than 

2 GOPS (Giga 109 Operations per Second) [11] while semi-custom devices such as 

FPGA's (Field Programmable Gate Array), provide more than 130,000 gates with 

toggle rates in excess of 150MHz [12]. The cost of the more modest DSP devices 

have reduced considerably and such devices with on-chip memory can provide a 

dual role of signal processing and control, replacing the more common 

microprocessor. 

Digital solutions are often preferred over their analogue equivalents since designs 

are usually more repeatable, reliable and robust. As DSP devices become faster and 

more powerful, the work that the processor can perform may be increased to 

encompass such areas as clock recovery, channel filtering, demodulation, error 

correction and control. DSP allow~ the use of re-configurable hardware, resulting in 

a flexible and cost-effective product. Low data rate systems are already emerging 

[13], and it is likely that the DSP-based algorithms developed today will be adopted 

by higher speed systems, as faster and more powerful devices become available. 

This thesis restricts attention to the topic of clock recovery, which is a vital 

processing part of digital magnetic recording and communications. Despite much 

work in this field, few novel advances have been made in this important area of data 

recovery (see Section 1.1 Clock recovery architectures}, which is surprising when 
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INTRODUCTION 

one considers that potential improvements can be achieved, both in terms of storage 

capacity, bandwidth and BER (Bit Error Rate). 

Retrieve 
Data 

d 

Transition 
Detector 

Clock - Recovery 

..f1___fL 
Re-time - Data 

.fUUU1IUl 
Clock 

Figure 1 Clock recovery used for synchronous re-timing of data 

In data recording systems and data modem receivers, it is necessary to generate a 

time-base, which is synchronised to the retrieved data. The recovered clock is 

normally extracted from timing information contained within the data-bearing 

signal. Figure 1 illustrates a clock synchroniser, where the recovered clock is used 

to re-time the retrieved data, and for subsequent synchronous post-processing. The 

channel-coding scheme used to store or transmit the data is in part chosen to 

provide a strong spectral component at the clock rate and such codes are termed 

"self clocking" [14]. 

The principle of locking a local oscillator within the receiver, to the frequency and 

phase of the retrieved data, is typically used to derive a synchronised time-base. The 

most common technique for this purpose is the basic PLL (Phased-Locked Loop) 

[15]. In order to ensure that the PLL is in a locked condition before data are 

retrieved, a preamble containing a synchronising sequence must be applied before 

data can be accurately clocked. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In magnetic recording, the synchronising preamble must be stored on the recording 

medium. This occupies capacity that could otherwise be used for data. Each data 

block recorded is preceded by a preamble of transitions whose main purpose is to 

provide a timing reference for synchronising the PLL. Often, in tape recording 

systems, a post-amble is also applied to allow a block to be read in the reverse 

direction and to prevent a transient, when the heads are turned off, from corrupting 

the last bits written [16]. Latest hard-disk drives [17] [18] devote approximately 6% 

of the total storage capacity to the purpose of clock synchronisation. 

A clock recovery system with improved acquisition would release some of this 

capacity for the storage of useful data as well as increasing data-access time. 

Also, loss of lock and synchronisation can occur if the data synchronising the PLL 

"drops out" for a period of time, due to defects on the magnetic medium, and 

problems can occur in regaining lock if the data signal is poor. The "dropout", 

together with prolonged re-acquisition time, results in corrupted data. 

Similarly, in burst-mode communication systems, a preamble is transmitted to allow 

the receiver to achieve synchronisation before message data can be decoded for 

subsequent processing. For certain applications the message data can be very short, 

for example a network "ping" packet [19]. In such cases the synchronising preamble 

may be longer than the message itself, clearly an undesirable arrangement. 

Furthermore, once synchronisation has been achieved and the packet successfully 

received, a guard band must be applied before the next packet can be transmitted. 

4 



INTRODUCTION 

This is to allow the synchroniser to drop out of lock, thereby allowing a new 

acquisition cycle to begin [20]. This is in direct conflict to the essential flywheel 

feature necessary to maintain synchronisation over periods of lost data. Terrestrial 

and satellite communication systems also suffer from temporary loss of data when 

the signal fades. This is typically due to adverse weather conditions, such as heavy 

rain or multi-path reflections producing signal cancellation. 

While magnetic recording and communication systems appear to be widely 

different technologies, they do in fact share a common objective; namely the 

retrieval of burst data. The investigation of clock synchronisation described in this 

thesis is therefore relevant to both technologies and the algorithms investigated will 

be helpful in solving many of the problems identified. 

Clock recovery systems derive their timing information from the retrieved data 

transitions. Hence, the channel-coding scheme employed influences the 

performance of the clock recovery system. One area that is distinctly different 

between magnetic recording and communication systems, is the method of 

increasing the channel efficiency. Broadband communication systems use 

multilevel signals and hence the channel capacity can be improved by employing 

complex modulation schemes. These include amplitude, frequency and phase 

modulation or a combination of all three [21]. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In general, digital magnetic recording operates with just two levels ±I. This is 

because the magnetic particles of the medium are saturated in one of two directions. 

The channel capacity may, however, be increased by the use of RLL (Run Length 

Limited) coding [22]. If data are encoded to contain fewer transitions, then these 

transitions can be recorded closer together for a given packing density, resulting in 

increased storage capacity. However this can affect the self-clocking properties of 

the coded data, which could adversely affect clock synchronisation. 

Throughout this research, computer simulations have been performed to simulate 

and analyse system performance [23] [24]. SPW (Signal Processing Worksystem) is 

a powerful integrated software suite, which has been extensively employed for 

system design and analysis [25]. Full simulation models and results are located in 

the appendices, key extracts of which are included in the relevant chapters. 

Computer simulations have been standardised with the use of normalised 

frequencies. The sample rate has been normalised to 1Hz and the nominal symbol 

rate normalised to 16 samples/symbol = 0.0625Hz. The advantage of using 

normalised frequencies is that the system can easily be scaled to any absolute 

frequency. For example, at 16 samples/symbol a sample rate of lMHz results in a 

symbol rate of lMHz/16 = 62.5KHz. 

Chapter 1 provides a background to the investigation. Current clock recovery 

algorithms are reviewed together with a summary of their limitations for burst data 
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INTRODUCTION 

applications. The channel-coding scheme employed is fundamental to clock 

recovery performance. Hence, channel coding is reviewed and five codes are 

selected as bench marks for subsequent analysis of clock recovery performance. 

These codes are described and have been selected to represent a typical cross

section of available codes. A summary of popular recording codes is provided to 

demonstrate the various trade-offs. 

Three new DSP-based algorithms have been investigated: 

. • A fixed frequency clock recovery system. 

• An adaptive (tracking) clock recovery system. 

• An OFFf (Offset Fast Fourier Transform) based clock recovery system. 

These algorithms together with results, are presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, 

respectively. 

Chapter 2 describes a novel DSP-based clock recovery scheme utilising a high-Q 

IIR filter that demonstrates superior performance over that of a PLL, particularly in 

terms of clock acquisition. Long flywheel periods can be tolerated, maintaining 

clock synchronisation over severe data dropouts or fades. Simulation results are 

analysed for the new clock recovery scheme to determine clock acquisition, 

flywheel performance and clockjitter in the presence of noise. Performance using 

several magnetic recording codes is investigated. Hardware and software 

implementation of the new algorithm is described. The simulation results are 
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verified in real-time using a fixed-point digital signal processor [26]. The IIR filter 

algorithm has also been implemented in an FPGA, using fast coefficient multipliers 

[Appendix 11 { 3}]. This device has been successfully incorporated into a 

commercial satellite modem for reception of computer data, utilising a sub-carrier 

on an analogue FM satellite TV broadcast [Appendix 11 { 4} ]. 

Chapter 3 describes the investigation of an adaptive tracking system, based upon 

two detection filters. These detection filters have a wider bandwidth than the 

tracking filter and are placed symmetrically around the nominal input (symbol rate) 

frequency. The output of the detection filters are envelope-detected and subtracted 

to generate a de error-control signal which is used to move the tracking filter to the 

correct symbol rate. 

Chapter 4 describes an OFFr [27] that is used to estimate the frequency of the 

retrieved symbols. The frequency estimate is used to determine the correct 

coefficients necessary to move the centre frequency of the clock recovery filter to 

the correct symbol rate. The OFFr has been implemented, and results verified in 

real-time, using a specially designed dual DSP board based around two fixed-point 

DSP processors [28]. 

Finally, Chapter 5 summarises the investigation with conclusions, a discussion of 

the results, applications and recommendations. 
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BACKGROUND TO THE INVESTIGATION 

Chapter 1 

1. Background to the investigation 

Current clock recovery algorithms, which are represented by basic architectures, 

are reviewed. These architectures are described and their individual performance 

noted. A summary of their relative performance is provided, with particular 

reference to acquisition of burst data. 

The channel-coding scheme employed is fundamental to clock recovery 

performance. Hence, the principles of channel coding are reviewed and five codes 

are selected as bench marks for subsequent analysis of clock recovery performance. 

These codes are Scrambled NRZ (Non Return to Zero) [29], Manchester [30], 

Miller [31], Miller2 (Miller Squared) [32] and RLL2,7 [33]. These codes are 

described and have been selected to represent a typical cross-section of available 

codes, from high clock-content codes through to the more efficient block codes. 

In practice recording codes are pre-coded with NRZI (Non Return to Zero Inverse) 

[34] encoding to eliminate phase ambiguity and error propagation. The NRZI code 

is also described. A summary of popular recording codes is provided to demonstrate 

the various trade-offs. 
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1.1. Clock recovery architectures 

Figure 1-1 illustrates the concept of a clock recovery system, where a local 

oscillator is synchronised to the input transitions, which oscillates freely in their 

absence. The oscillator must be capable of fly wheeling over periods of missing 

data transitions, with negligible drift. 

llJLJULJl 
DATA - Timing 

Conditioner 
Synchronised 

Oscillator CLOCK 

Figure 1-1 Clock recovery system 

A clock recovery system in its simplest form can be represented by two basic 

building blocks; a timing conditioner and an oscillator that generates a periodic 

output synchronised to the input symbol rate. 

The timing conditioner is required to extract, from the data-bearing signal, a strong 

spectral component at the symbol rate. This can be achieved by means of auto-

correlation of the retrieved data, and this technique is described in Section 2.1.1. 

In its simplest form the timing conditioner can be implemented by means of a 

transition detector, where the data are delayed by the propagation delay of a few 

logic gates and then "Exclusive-Or" gated with the non-delayed version. 

Alternatively, a differentiator can be used, followed by a squaring circuit to invert 

the negative impulses. 
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Synchronisation of the oscillator to the input transitions is typically achieved by 

means of a feedback loop, employing phase error detection. The method of phase 

detection often governs the type of timing conditioner employed. Many detectors 

are level sensitive and require a rectangular pulse shape [35]. Whereas the use of a 

transition detector necessitates the use of an ECPD (Edge Controlled Phase 

Detector) [36], where the phase error is derived from the time difference between 

the input signal and the local clock, setting and resetting a flip-flop. 

The retrieved symbols usually contain timing jitter due to channel noise [37]. It is 

necessary for the clock recovery system to reject jitter in the recovered clock and re-

sample the retrieved symbols at the centre of the symbol period, thereby avoiding 

data errors, as illustrated in Figure 1-2. 

Transmitted Symbols J L 
. 

Retrieved S ym b o Is OJJJ ~\\\ ~ fill/ \L..l...l..l...\\\\~---:--</~ll/J \N\ 
Recovered Clock 

Figure 1-2 Optimum re-sampling 

The frequency of the local oscillator is usually controlled by means of an error 

signal in a closed loop configuration. It is also possible to implement a burst 

oscillator in an open loop configuration by means of a high-Q self-synchronising 

ringing filter, and it is this concept that forms the basis of a DSP approach discussed 

in later chapters. 
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1.1.1. High-Q passive resonator clock recovery 

In concept, the simplest clock recovery system, is one employing a high-Q passive 

resonating filter [38], as illustrated in Figure 1-3. 

~ Retrieved Symbols 

'----' 
Transition 
Detector 

Limiting 
Amplifier 

f- ~ 
/')C. 

t-

SAW or Crystal 
Filte r 

~ Phase 
Shift 

Adjustable 
Delay-Line 

Re-time 

IliLIUUUl 
Recovered 
Clock 

Figure 1-3 High-Q passive resonator clock recovery 

A transition detector provides pulses at the symbol rate, which excites a high-Q 

bandpass filter, pre-tuned to the symbol frequency. The filter "rings" at the symbol 

rate and continues to oscillate for a period of time, even in the absence of input 

transitions. The filter output is provided with gain and hard limited to produce a 

recovered clock, which is then delayed to align the clock to the centre of the symbol 

period, for optimum re-sampling. 

This simple approach, in several respects, provides an ideal clock recovery system. 

The recovered clock is rapidly acquired and flywheels over long symbol run-

lengths. Also, the filter's high-Q, and hence, narrow bandwidth provides high noise 

immunity, virtually eliminating jitter in the recovered clock. 
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Hence, this system is often used as a benchmark, against which, clock recovery 

performance of other systems is compared. However, certain restrictive assumptions 

are made. Firstly, the symbol rate must be accurate and stable. This is usually the 

case in communications systems, where the symbol rate is derived from a crystal

controlled oscillator in the transmitter [39]. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case for 

tape recording systems, which suffer from mechanical limitations and tape stretch 

[ 40]. A second assumption is that the high-Q filter, is and remains, accurately 

aligned to the frequency and phase of the input symbols. Hence, the design of such 

circuits requires careful alignment of the clock, relative to the data, with 

consideration given to temperature, power supply, component ageing and process 

variations. 

A passive tuned LC (inductors and capacitors) "tank" filter may be used to 

implement the high-Q filter, but the parameters of these components suffer from 

variations due to temperature change and ageing. To combat these variations, the 

high-Q filter is often implemented by means of a SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) 

[ 41] or crystal filter [ 4 2] . These expensive devices are manufactured to a fixed 

frequency, centred at the symbol rate. 

Clock recovery employing SAW and crystal filters are generally used at data rates 

above 200Mb/s [43], and are therefore unsuitable for use at low data rates . These 

devices exhibit a large insertion loss ( -20dB is typical for a SAW filter) and hence, 

a high-gain limiting amplifier is required to generate a suitable logic-level clock, for 
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re-timing the data. A problem with these non-linear devices is that they exhibit an 

unknown group delay, due to manufacturing variations. The resulting phase 

variation must be compensated, with a manually adjusted delay-line, to achieve 

optimum timing for re-sampling the symbols. 

It is not practical to integrate a SAW or crystal resonator into an integrated circuit 

and therefore, clock recovery schemes of this type are implemented using discrete 

components. While a clock recovery system employing a high-Q filter is attractive 

in concept, it is these practical considerations, which make a realisable system 

expensive and unpopular. 

It is however, possible to implement a high-Q filter using DSP, thereby eliminating 

undesirable variations and the need for manual tuning. Hence, a repeatable, reliable 

and robust clock recovery system can be produced, which may be re-configured 

"on-the-fly" to accommodate a wide range of different symbol rates. It is this new 

approach to an old problem that forms the basis of the novel DSP algorithms, 

discussed in later chapters. 

Example publications of clock recovery systems employing SAW or crystal filters 

are referenced in [44] and [45] respectively. 
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1.1.2. PLL clock recovery 

The PLL is popular for clock recovery and forms the basis of most other types of 

closed-loop clock recovery systems. Appendices I and 2 supplement this section, 

analysing the performance of the basic PLL. Appendix 1 provides a glossary of 

commonly used PLL terminology, together with detailed analysis and loop 

equations. Appendix 2 contains PLL simulation models and results, which are used 

for comparison with the new DSP approach, discussed in later chapters. 

A survey of APLLs (Analogue PLL) by Gupta [46] provides over 40 publications, 

while Lindsey and Chie [ 47] have carried out analysis and a survey of DPLLs 

(Digital PLL). More rece~tly, monolithic PLLs have become popular, and Razavi 

[ 48] provides a collection of 47 publications, 15 of which are specific to clock 

recovery. 

Figure 1-4 shows how a hybrid (digital and analogue) PLL can be used with a 

transition detector to perform clock recovery, from Manchester encoded data. 
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I 

Figure 1-4 PLL clock recovery circuit 
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Retrieved symbols are applied to a transition detector producing pulses, which are 

gated with a 90° phase-shifted version of the divided output clock. This provides 

periodic pulses at half the symbol rate for input to the PLL. These pulses are applied 

to an ECPD, producing a phase error signal proportional to the phase difference 

between the input and feedback transitions. The output from the ECPD is low-pass 

filtered, producing a de control voltage to the VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator), 

so as to sustain or correct the output frequency. The negative edges of the output are 

used to clock the phase shifter, thereby providing the 90° phase-shift. 

Many PLL integrated circuits [49] contain a choice of PDs (Phase Detector). A 

multiplier or "Exclusive-Or" PD is level sensitive and requires rectangular pulses 

confined to the symbol period. A PFD (Phase Frequency Detector) can be edge 

controlled and is often employed to aid clock acquisition. 

The simplest form of PFD has a 3-state output [50] for driving the loop filter, the 

average of which controls the VCO. If a phase error exist, then the PFD output 

attempts to drive the VCO control voltage to either its positive or negative extreme 

(depending upon the direction of the phase error) for the duration of the phase 

difference, and at a high impedance state for the remainder of the time. This 

produces a "sample-and-hold" effect providing a "charge-pump" to the capacitor at 

the loop (low-pass) filter. Hence the LPF (Low Pass Filter) achieves its final control 

voltage more rapidly than that of a simple PD, thereby aiding acquisition. 
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Simple flip-flop PFDs of this type rely on a periodic input, but unfortunately 

provide an incorrect output in the absence of input transitions. During missing data 

transitions, these simple detectors interpret the VCO output to be higher than the 

input frequency, driving the control voltage in such a direction so as to correct the 

apparent difference. The "Exclusive Or" PD on the other hand, drives the VCO to 

its nominal frequency in the absence of transitions. Therefore the choice of phase 

and frequency detectors, for random or burst data, requires careful consideration in 

the absence of missing data transitions. 

Figure 1-5 illustrates an example of a DPLL, first described by Levy and Cessna 

[51], consisting of a sampler, a divide by N counter and a fixed rate clock oscillator. 

The operation is similar to an earlier design by Natali [52] employing a DCO 

(Digitally Controlled Oscillator). 

Fixed Osc 

....------, + Retard 

Sampler Advance +N 

Sample pulse 

Figure 1-5 Lead-lag digital PLL 

In the absence of feedback, the loop is designed for m m IN= m in- The +N counter 

counts down the oscillator frequency and generates a sample pulse each time it 

passes through a zero count. The sampler detects changes of input polarity and 

when the loop is phase-locked, the sampler is clocked synchronous to the input. 
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The counter is arranged so that its count is advanced by one increment if the sample 

is positive and decremented if it is negative. If the output is identical to the input 

frequency then the sampler detects an equal number of positive and negative 

polarities, resulting in cancellation of the advance and retard signals. 

If however, the input frequency is increased, then the advance signal reduces the 

division by one count and the phase at the counter output increases by 1/N cycles. 

Over successive cycles the change in phase at the counter output moves, so as to 

reduce the output frequency to that of the input. 

This simplified DPLL is similar to a non-linear first order APLL, that is a loop with 

no filter. Unlike its analogue equivalent, the output phase has now been quantized 

creating a source of phase jitter in the recovered clock. This can be minimised with 

a high-frequency fixed oscillator and hence, a large +N counter. 

With this type of DPLL, there is no VCO and this makes them far less sensitive to 

voltage or temperature variations. A useful feature of a DPLL is that the centre 

frequency and control bandwidth can be made programmable and adjusted by 

means of a microprocessor, hence these parameters can be dynamically adjusted. 

The DLL (Delay Locked Loop) [53] is a close relative of the PLL and provides a 

means of replacing the VCO of an APLL with a voltage controlled delay-line. 

When in lock, the DLL delays its periodic input by an integer number of input 

periods (usually one), such that the relative phase shift at the PD can be considered 
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zero. For clock synchronisation a tapped delay-line can be employed, and the 

optimum timing selected for re-sampling the retrieved symbols. However, unlike 

the PLL the DLL does not contain an oscillator and therefore does not generate its 

own clock. Hence, the DLL is only suitable for generating an output at the same 

frequency as its periodic input. 

Sonntag and Leonowich [54] have presented a DPLL for burst-mode re-timing of 

Manchester data, incorporating a DLL, as shown in Figure 1-6. 

Delay 
Locked Loop 

1----------- Reference 
Clock 

1-- Data Out 

t----+-+-------- Data In 

Digital 
Sequencer 

Data Present 

Data Valid 

t-----+--------- Clock Out 

Figure 1-6 DPLL with DLL phase selection 

A stable fixed-frequency reference clock is input to a DLL containing a digital 

delay-line, providing 32 equally spaced clock phases. The "Phase Detector", "Gain 

Adjust" and "Integrator" blocks, form a DPLL. When the DPLL is locked, a 

multiplexer selects 1 of 32 phases for optimum re-timing of the data. The selected 
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phase is also input to a PD, which produces a 5-bit data word, representing the 

phase difference between the selected local clock and the input data. The resulting 

error signal is provided with gain and integrated, producing an address to the 

multiplexer to select the appropriate clock phase. 

Upon detection of burst data, an acquisition cycle is initiated and a digital sequencer 

applies a pseudo-clock, based upon the retrieved data transitions. The pseudo-clock 

drives the DPLL until a suitable DLL clock phase is found. When the loop is 

locked, the pseudo-clock is replaced with the DLL clock for the duration of the 

burst. The referenced publication [54] quotes a preamble of just 3 transitions, 

required to align the phase of the local DLL clock to the optimum timing. 

A problem with this algorithm is that when acquisition is complete, the pseudo 

clock is replaced with the locally generated DLL clock. The DLL clock is derived 

from a reference frequency, which is not locked to the retrieved data. Hence, this 

algorithm assumes that the frequency of the locally generated DLL clock matches 

closely the symbol rate frequency, and that the data burst is short. Otherwise, drift 

between the locally generated clock with respect to the retrieved data symbols, 

would eventually produce cycle slips, resulting in data errors. The output clock also 

suffers from quantization jitter, resulting from the discrete DLL phases. 

Examples of clock recovery algorithms used on magnetic recording systems, 

employing combinations of PLLs and DLLs are referenced in [55] [56]. 
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1.1.3. Quadricorrelator 

A clock recovery architecture that has been implemented in both analogue and 

digital domains is the "Quadricorrelator". The Quadricorrelator was first presented 

by Shaeffer [57], given its name by Richman [58] and modified by Belliso [59]. 

Shown in Figure 1-7 is a block diagram of the Quadricorrelator, which contains a 

combination of three loops sharing the same VCO. 
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Figure 1-7 Quadricorrelator 
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Loops 1 and 2 perform frequency detection and form a FDD (Frequency Difference 

Detector), while Loop 3 provides a simple PLL. The input from a timing 

conditioner contains a strong symbol timing frequency component m;, while the 

VCO oscillates at W0 • 
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When the loop is out of lock, the quadrature phase detectors (multipliers) generate 

beat signals with a 90° phase difference, one proportional to the cosine of the 

frequency difference, and the other the sine. One will lead the other by 90° if the 

VCO frequency is too high. The reverse is the case, if the VCO frequency is too 

low. This reversal in the phase relationship is detected by a third detector (FDD), 

and is used to produce either a positive or negative signal, depending upon the 

direction of the phase error. This signal is then low-pass filtered to produce a de 

control voltage to adjust the VCO, so as to reduce the frequency error. 

The differentiator in Loop 2 produces a positive and negative pulse each time a 

cycle is slipped (i.e. one cycle of the beat signal) . These pulses are then multiplied 

by the quantized output of Loop 1, producing unipolar pulses, whose polarity is 

indicative of the sign of the frequency difference. Two pulses are produced for each 

cycle slip, and the de output from the LPF is proportional to the frequency 

difference, mo- m;. 

As the magnitude of (1)0 -m; drops, Loop 3 (a simple PLL) begins to assist the lock 

process. When the VCO frequency approaches the output frequency, the de 

feedback from the FDD approaches zero relinquishing control, and Loop 3 

dominates locking the VCO output to the input signal. 
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When lock is achieved, the beat cycles disappear (due to no cycle slips), and the 

output from the differentiator is zero. Hence, the output from the FDD multiplier is 

also zero, and therefore does not detract from the PLL performance. 

The use of frequency detection in the Quadricorrelator makes the capture range 

independent of the locked loop bandwidth, allowing a narrow PLL bandwidth in the 

LPF of Loop 3. In such applications it is more desirable to replace the filter in Loop 

3 with two LPFs, one with a wide bandwidth for Loop 1 (frequency detection), and 

another with a narrow bandwidth in Loop 3 (phase detection and tracking). This 

will then provide good jitter rejection and memory (to flywheel over symbol run 

lengths or dropouts), once phase lock has been achieved. Because the frequency 

detection circuits can respond to noise and spurious components due to their wide 

bandwidths, it is also preferable to disable Loops 1 and 2, once phase lock has been 

attained. 

A drawback of the Quadricorrelator in discrete form is the requirement for a VCO 

with quadrature outputs. This can be achieved by passing the VCO output through a 

delay line to shift the phase by 90°. However, dependence of the delay upon 

frequency, temperature and component tolerance make a stable design difficult. 

Theoretical analysis of the Quadricorrelator is referenced in [59] and [60] . 

Publications of clock recovery systems employing the Quadricorrelator are 

referenced in [61]-[63] . 
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1.1.4. Gated oscillator clock recovery 

Banu and Dunlop [64] have presented an open-loop burst-mode clock recovery 

system, with instantaneous locking to the first retrieved transition. The block 

diagram is shown in Figure 1-8. 
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Figure 1-8 Gated oscillator clock recovery 

A DPLL is locked to an external local reference oscillator, providing a stable 

frequency to the gated oscillators. Two matched, gated square-wave oscillators are 

started and stopped alternately, by the symbol transitions. The recovered clock is 

obtained by combining their outputs, by means of a logic gate. In a closed-loop 

system, accumulated phase errors between the retrieved symbols and the local 

oscillator are re-circulated around the loop. Whereas, this open-loop implementation 

discards timing errors every time the oscillators are stopped. The phase of the 

recovered clock is therefore reset to that of the retrieved symbols, upon every 

symbol transition. 
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The problem with this algorithm is that there is no noise immunity, whatsoever. 

The action of resetting the phase of the gated oscillators, to each symbol transition, 

causes the recovered clock to inherit all of the symbol jitter. 

This renders the recovered clock unsuitable for synchronous post processing, 

necessitating the use of a flexible memory interface, such as a FIFO (First-In-First

Out) buffer [65]. Also, during the data burst, it is necessary to ensure that the FIFO 

buffer neither becomes empty nor full, otherwise data errors will occur. This may be 

achieved by the use of asynchronous handshakes, normally made available within 

FIFO memory devices. 

Although this gated oscillator algorithm provides instantaneous clock acquisition, it 

is only suitable for asynchronous communications (unless the retrieved symbols are 

free from timing jitter, which is rarely the case). 
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1.1.5. Maximum Likelihood 

The theory of estimating epoch, of a received signal plus noise, can be approached 

using the theory of maximum a posteriori estimation of an unknown signal in 

Gaussian noise [ 66] [ 67]. In the context of clock recovery, there is optimum clock 

timing, known as the ML (Maximum Likelihood) estimate or MAP (maximum a 

posteriori) estimate [68]. 

The theory assumes that the baseband pulse shape is known and is confined to the 

bit period (T), thereby allowing a stored replica to be generated at the receiver. The 

history of the received signal is observed over a finite number of symbols (K), 

during which, the timing misalignment between the retrieved symbols and the 

locally generated clock is assumed constant, but unknown. Based upon this 

information, an estimate of the unknown optimum timing can be found. 

Theoretical analysis of MAP-estimation is referenced in [68]. 

The MAP estimate, e , of the random epoch E , is the value that maximises: 

A(y,E)=lnf(y,E)= Ilncosh[_3_ i. y(t)p. ~ -(k-l)T- E]dt] 
k=O No t(e) 

(1-1) 

An interpretation of equation ( 1- 1) in the time domain, is to cross-correlate the 

received signal (y(t)), with a stored replica (ps(t)), in each sub-interval (k), take the 

log hyperbolic cosine of this result, and accumulate these values over all sub-

intervals (K). The epoch value ( E ) that yields the largest accumulated value, is then 
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declared the best timing estimate (e). A parallel approach to the MAP-estimator is 

not practical, due to the large number of "integrate-and-dump" circuits, required for 

each iteration of k (where k is large to minimise phase quantization). Figure 1-9 

shows a serial realisation, where a single "integrate-and-dump" circuit is employed. 

En+l 
n=l,2, ... N 

Control Logic 

Figure 1-9 Open-loop MAP-Estimate clock synchroniser 

During each successive interval, a different local symbol-timing phase is selected, 

and the corresponding epoch estimated. The current sub-interval epoch is compared 

with the largest past epoch (within the interval NKT), and the greater of the two is 

stored, together with its timing phase information. After all sub-intervals have been 

processed, the currently stored epoch is declared the MAP-estimate, and the 

corresponding timing phase is used as the reference for the recovered clock. 

Compared to a parallel approach, this serial implementation increases clock 

acquisition time by a factor of N, since all sub-intervals must be processed to arrive 

at the MAP-estimate. Also, the block processing involved renders this open loop 

approach unsuitable for tracking short-term symbol rate drift. 
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Stiffler [69] and Mengali [70] have devised a closed loop tracking synchroniser, that 

converges towards the MAP-estimate. Megali's tracker is shown in Figure 1-10 
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Figure 1-10 Closed-loop MAP-estimate clock synchroniser 

An alternative interpretation of equation (1-1), is achieved by differentiating with 

respect to E and equating to zero, yielding: 

X tanh{~ r . y(t )pJt- (k -l)T -E]dr} 
N Jrt(e ) 

n 

=0 

. . . . . .. (1-2) 

For an estimate of E other than the MAP-estimate, the function oA(y,E )ja E will be 

either positive or negative, depending on whether (E < E ) or (E > E ). Hence, 

oA(y,E )ja E can be used to indicate the search direction. 
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The phase of the timing pulse generator, which controls the "integrate-and-dump" 

circuits, is incremented every symbol period, by an amount proportional to the 

magnitude of aA(y,E )ja E, and in a direction based upon the sign of aA(y,E )ja E, as 

computed from the previous KT interval. 

The closed loop dynamics produce an estimation of the frequency error, which is 

used to control the VCO. This is different from the open loop approach shown in 

Figure 1-9, which estimates the optimum timing (not the error). 

By definition, MAP-estimators operate upon historical information, with little 

regard given to the problem of rapid acquisition. Synchronisers based upon MAP

estimation operate at low signal to noise ratios and are often used in coherent 

modems for deep space exploration [71]. 
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1.1.6. Early-late synchroniser 

An Early-Late gate synchroniser, as shown in Figure 1-11, is popular for 

rectangular pulses. The index k is a sequence of symbol pulses, of period T, while 't 

represents the timing error. 
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Figure 1-11 Early-late gate synchroniser 

The circuit consists of a pair of gated integrators, each performing its integration 

over a time interval of Tf2. Integration by the early gate occurs in the Tf2 interval 

preceding the nominal location of data transitions, while the late gate integrates 

during the Tf2 interval following the transition. Gate intervals adjoin but do not 

overlap. If the timing error is zero, then the data transitions fall exactly on the 

boundary between early and late gates, as shown in Figure 1-12. 
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If the timing error is not zero, a transition falls not on the boundary but within one 

or the other of the gates. Since signal polarity changes within the gate containing a 

transition, the associated integration reaches a lesser magnitude than when the 

transition is external to the gate. Comparison of the magnitudes of the two 

integrators therefore gives an indication of the timing error. 

Data 

Early Gate 

Late Gale 

Early Hold 
0 ---'-----t- -----t--=---J 

Late Hold 

Figure 1-12 Timing diagram for early-late synchroniser 

Useful gate output is the integration value that has been accumulated after T/2 sec; 

so at this point the magnitudes are compared and dumped and the cycle repeats. The 

resulting error voltage controls the frequency of the VCO, which in turn adjust the 

sampling point at the gates, so as to minimise the phase error. 
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In the absence of transitions, no timing information is present and the voltage from 

both loops are zero. If there is a long run of data without transitions, no error 

information is supplied to the loop and the phase of the VCO slowly drifts, 

eventually resulting in cycle slips of the recovered clock. 

In a practical system, the held samples are compared sequentially (as seen from the 

waveforms in Figure 1-12), not simultaneously, which results in simplified 

circuitry. A more detailed analysis of the Early-Late gate synchroniser can be found 

in [72] [73]. 

The Early-Late gates acts to place the boundary between the two gates exactly at the 

transition instant and departure from this timing generates the loop error. It is also 

possible to produce an error signal by using a single gate system that straddles the 

transition. Lindsey and Tausworthe [74] have invented such a scheme, known as the 

"Digital Data-Transition Tracking Loop" (DTTL). If the transition is exactly 

centred within this mid-phase gate, integration over the gate interval is zero. If 

however the transition is not centred, then the integration produces either a positive 

or negative error output. Sense of the error is determined according to the direction 

of the transition. In the absence of transitions, no information is presented and the 

integrator output is ignored. 

As for the MAP-Estimator, the early-late synchroniser operates at low signal-to

noise ratios and has been used for deep space exploration [75]. 
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1.1.7. Summary of clock recovery archltectures 

Clock recovery algorithms can be classified into open or closed loop and wide or 

narrow bandwidth. Table 1-1 summarises the described algorithms and compares 

their relative performance. 

Class Performance 
System Open/ Band- Tracking litter Clock Clock Imple-

Closed width Range Reject Acqis- Fly-
mentation 

Loop ition Wheel 

High-Q Resonator Open Narrow Poor Good Good Good Simple 

PLL 

(wide loop filter) 
Closed Wide Good Poor Moderate Poor Moderate 

PLL 

(narrow loop fi lter) 
Closed Narrow Poor Good Poor Good Complex 

PLL 

(frequency detection) 
Closed Narrow Moderate Good Moderate Good Complex 

PLL Open& 
(DLL phase selection) Closed Narrow Poor Good Good Good Complex 

Quadricorrelator Closed Wide& Good Good Moderate Good Complex 
Narrow 

Gated Oscillator Open Wide Good None Good Good Simple 

MAP-Estimator Open Wide Moderate Good Poor Poor Complex 

MAP-Estimator 

Tracking Synchroniser Closed Wide Moderate Good Poor Poor Complex 

Early-Late Gate 
Closed Wide Moderate Good Poor Poor Complex 

Synchroniser 

Table 1-1 Summary of clock recovery algorithms 

In general, open-loop algorithms demonstrate rapid clock acquisition and long clock 

flywheel periods. The exception to this case is the MAP-estimator, which by 

definition, operates upon historical information (i.e. previously received symbols). 

Open-loop algorithms also have the advantage that jitters due to noise, are flushed-

out of the system and are not regenerated around a closed loop. 
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For systems that exhibit an accurate and stable symbol frequency, the high-Q 

resonator provides good overall performance, producing rapid clock acquisition, 

long flywheel periods and good jitter rejection. Unfortunately, practical 

considerations make these systems expensive to implement. 

The open-loop gated oscillator is simple to implement, provides instantaneous 

acquisition and exhibits good flywheel performance. However, this algorithm must 

be rejected for synchronous operation, because the recovered clock inherits all of 

the symbol jitter. This is unacceptable for a synchronous system, since clock jitter 

causes the symbols to be incorrectly sampled, resulting in data errors. 

A closed-loop algorithm is usually employed, for systems that exhibit symbol rate 

drift. In order that phase and frequency variations may be tracked, many closed

loop algorithms are based upon the basic PLL. 

Appendix 2 concludes with a summary of PLL characteristics, and points out some 

of the difficulties and undesirable features. These include: instability of a feedback 

system, conflicting loop parameters, phase variations of the recovered clock relative 

to the symbols, variable start-up conditions and the need for a long synchronising 

pre-amble. Techniques such as zero phase start and variable loop time constants 

may be employed to aid acquisition [55], but these parameters render the loop 

complex to design and implement. 
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A PLL with a narrow-loop filter seriously limits the capture range, which is usually 

less than 10 times its closed-loop bandwidth [62]. For similar noise rejection 

performance to that of a high-Q resonator, a loop bandwidth of 0.1% is required, 

which provides a capture range of less than ±1 %. Also, a training sequence of 

several hundred symbols are required, in order to achieve lock. 

Hence, the basic PLL is often modified with frequency detection to extend the 

capture range and improve acquisition. The most successful of these algorithms is 

the Quadricorrelator, which employs a wide bandwidth FDD to aid acquisition and 

a narrow bandwidth PLL once phase-lock is achieved. This improves the capture 

range to ±5% and reduces the training sequence to approximately 30 phase-reversal 

symbols. However, the Quadricorrelator requires the use of an expensive quadrature 

VCO, and stable designs are difficult to implement. 

Other PLL clock synchronisers use a combination of open and closed loops. A DLL 

is used to provide a selection of clock phases, the optimum of which is chosen to re

time the symbols. The DLL can only accept a periodic input and therefore cannot be 

locked to the input transitions. Hence, the DLL is locked to a local reference 

frequency. A wide-band PLL takes a snapshot of the symbol timing, which is used 

to select the optimum clock phase from the DLL. The recovered clock is then taken 

from the DLL, which operates in an open-loop configuration, relative to the 

retrieved symbols. The wide-band PLL achieves rapid clock acquisition and the 
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changeover to an open-loop configuration provides good noise immunity and clock 

flywheel performance. However, if the data burst is long, drift between the local 

reference clock and the retrieved symbols, eventually results in cycle slips. 

The closed-loop tracking MAP-estimator and the Early-Late gate synchroniser, 

operate at low signal to noise ratios, providing optimum clock timing for re

sampling the data. However, these synchronisers are intended for use in coherent 

communications modems and do not address the problem of rapid acquisition. 

Hence, clock acquisition is poor, requiring several hundred symbols in order to 

achieve lock. Also, the MAP-estimator is constrained to a strictly confined pulse 

shape and is therefore unsuitable for rectangular pulses. 

The summary of clock recovery architectures, tabulated in Table 1-1, demonstrates 

the various performance trade-offs. There is no single algorithm, which satisfies all 

the requirements of an ideal clock recovery system. The high-Q passive resonator 

provides good overall performance, with the exception of tracking symbol rate drift. 

It is possible to implement a high-Q "ringing" filter using DSP techniques, which 

eliminates many of the practical problems associated with the implementation of a 

passive resonator. The use of DSP also allows system parameters to be re-

con figured "on-the-fly", and this may be exploited to provide an adaptive high-Q 

tracking filter. Hence, it is the use of DSP to implement a high-Q "ringing" filter, 

which forms the basis of the new algorithms described in subsequent chapters. 
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1.2. Channel coding 

In communications systems the channel code is usually called the transmission or 

line code, while in magnetic recording it is more commonly known as the 

modulation or recording code. The time interval between signal transitions 

significantly affects the ability of a clock recovery system to achieve and maintain 

synchronisation. Therefore, a channel-coding scheme is in part chosen to provide 

frequent transitions, so as to aid clock recovery. However, this is often achieved at 

the expense of channel bandwidth efficiency [76]. 

In communication systems, binary data are commonly transmitted in the NRZ_L 

(Non Return to Zero Level) format. In this format, each bit is of duration Tb and has 

equal probability of being a one or a zero. The bit rate is Jffb and is measured in 

bits/second. Binary data can also be transmitted in the RZ (Return to Zero) format, 

in which case the signal returns to a zero between consecutive bits. Manchester data 

are encoded and the corresponding symbol rate is '2/Tb, measured in 

symbols/second. The Manchester code is described more fully in Sub-Section 

1.2.2.2. The symbols of the Manchester code have guaranteed transitions at every 

bit period and is often referred to as a "self-clocking" code, since it has a high 

spectral component at the clock rate. However, this is achieved at the expense of 

poor channel efficiency and a reduced jitter margin or timing window. Therefore, 

RZ data are only suitable for low noise systems where bandwidth is plentiful. 
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NRZ data on the other hand has optimum efficiency and jitter margin, but has two 

properties that make the task of clock recovery difficult. 

The first problem is that the spectrum of NRZ data has nulls at multiples of the bit 

rate and therefore has no spectral component for direct input to the clock recovery 

system. The PSD (Power Spectra Density) for NRZ data is shown in Figure 1-13, 

where f = 1 corresponds to the bit rate. 

PSD( f) 0.5 

2 3 4 

Figure 1-13 PSD of NRZ data 

The PSD for NRZ data is given by: 

. mT 
Sin -

P SD(f) = T 1 -----'m.._;~ 

2 

2 

. . ... .. .. .. .. . . . .... .. (1-3) 

Due to the lack of spectral component at the bit rate in the NRZ format, a clock 

recovery circuit will fail to lock to the required frequency. NRZ data must therefore 

undergo a non-linear process to extract, from the retrieved transitions, a frequency 

component at the bit rate. 
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As already described in Section 1.1 (Clock recovery architectures), a strong spectral 

component at the symbol rate may be achieved by means of edge detection. This 

topic is discussed further in Chapter 2, using auto-correlation to derive a strong 

clock frequency component. The second problem is that the data may contain long 

sequences of ones and zeros and hence, in the absence of transitions, the clock 

recovery system may lose synchronisation. This can be solved with the use of a data 

scrambler to break up long sequences of ones and zeros. 

1.2.1. Scrambled NRZ 

A data scrambler can be used to convert NRZ data into a communication channel 

code, in a non-redundant fashion, by scrambling the data with a PRBS (Pseudo 

Random Binary Sequence) utilising an M-sequence polynomial. This process results 

in 100% efficiency with a jitter margin equal to the bit period. For data retrieval, the 

same PRBS must be used for de-scrambling, to restore the original data [29]. 

For M-sequences there are always 2"-1 ones and 2"-1-1 zeros, implying nearly equal 

probability for large n. When n is large (n>lO), the auto-correlation function of M

sequences closely approximates to that of white noise, and it is the highly random 

nature of these sequences which makes them ideal as data scramblers. 

Shown in Figure 1-14 is a standard "CCITT V22.bis" data scrambler and de

scrambler arrangement [77], which can be easily implemented in logic hardware. 
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The modulo-2 adders are "Exclusive-Or" gates and the delay-line is implemented as 

a SIPO (Serial-In Parallel-Out) shift-register. 

Encoded Data 

Figure 1-14 Data scrambler/de-scrambler 

The shift-register taps in Figure 1-14 corresponds to a polynomial, defined as 

x17 + x14+ 1. A single channel error will generate an immediate error and two 

subsequent errors, as the error propagates through the shift-register. This 

corresponds to an error extension factor of 3, and in general the error extension 

factor is the number of shift-register taps. 

In order to implement a particular scrambler system, it is necessary to select a shift

register of length n and a suitable primitive polynomial (has no factors except 1 and 

itself, i.e. no sub-sequences repeat within the main sequence). A list of irreducible 

polynomials is provided in Table 1-2. The optimum polynomial for a specified 

value of n is often that with the minimum number of feedback taps, since any 
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channel error will then cause minimum error extension in the de-scrambled 

sequence. 

n Polynomial 

1 l+ x 

2 l+ x + x2 

3 l+x+x3 

4 l+x+ x4 

5 1+J+x5 

6 1+x + x6 

7 1+ X+ X
7 

8 1 + X + X2 + X7 + x8 

9 I+x4+x9 

10 l+x3 +xlO 

11 1+x2+xll 

12 1+x+x4 +i+x12 

13 1+x+x3 +x4+x13 

14 1+ x + x6+ xlo+ xl4 

15 l+x+x15 

16 1+x+x3+xl2+xl6 

17 l+x3+xl7 

Table 1-2 Sequence of irreducible polynomials 

If by chance the input data are identical to the PRBS at the encoder feedback, then 

the output from the "Exclusive-Or" gate will remain at a logic zero and the system 

breaks down. However, a matching sequence is likely to be only short-term and the 

probability of such an occurrence is low [1]. Nevertheless, even a short-term loss of 

symbol transitions could adversely affect clock recovery performance. 
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1.2.2. Recording codes 

Communication systems usually employ multilevel signals and hence channel 

efficiency can be improved by the use of complex modulation schemes. These 

include amplitude, frequency and phase modulation or a combination of all three 

[78]. In general, digital magnetic recording operates with just two levels ±1. This is 

because the magnetic particles of the medium are saturated in one of two directions 

[79] [80]. 

Channel capacity may however, be increased by the use of RLL (Run Length 

Limited) coding [81] [82]. If data are encoded to contain fewer transitions, then 

these transitions can be recorded closer together for a given packing density, 

resulting in increased storage capacity. However, this can affect the self-clocking 

properties of the coded data, which could adversely affect clock synchronisation. 

Transmission of de should be avoided, since de wander at playback can render peak 

(threshold) detection unreliable. Also, if the de-content of a code is allowed to grow 

indefinitely, then eventually the magnetic record heads becomes saturated and no 

magnetic flux is induced at playback [83]. 

To minimise signal distortion, the recording code should ideally match the spectrum 

of the recording channel [84]. Shown in Figure 1-15 is the response of a playback 

head, which increases from de at 6dB per octave, until tape thickness and spacing 
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losses causes a fall. The construction of the playback head consists of two poles and 

a small delay produced by a finite head gap. This mechanism gives the action of a 

two-pole transversal filter, producing a comb filter response, with nulls where flux 

cancellation takes place across the gap [85]. Other factors affecting the channel 

response are the pulse shape [86] and the playback equalisation [87]. Hence, the 

selected recording code should ideally match the resulting channel response. 

m 
~ , 
a> ' ' .., 

' 
~ ' 
a. 
E 
< 

0 1/2T Frequency 

Figure 1-15 Frequency response of a recording channel 

NRZ data contains a large de frequency component, due to long sequences of ones 

and zeros. Scrambled NRZ data reduces the de-content, but does not ideally match 

the band-pass frequency response of a magnetic recording channel, resulting in 

playback pulse distortion and ISI (Inter Symbol Interference) [88]. Following 

convention, ones and zeros in the coded sequence are recorded on the magnetic 

medium as the presence and absence of magnetic polarity transitions. The magnetic 

recording equivalent of Scrambled NRZ then becomes "Randomised NRZI", which 

is described in Section 1.2.2.1. 
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A suitable RLL recording code combines the clock with the data prior to recording 

in such a way so as to reduce the de-content and provide optimum separation of 

adjacent transitions. The number of symbol periods between transitions is known as 

the "run-length". An increase in the run-length enables channel data to be recorded 

at a higher rate onto the magnetic medium, thereby increasing the packing density. 

However, this improvement in storage efficiency is achieved at the expense of 

reduced clock content. 

T d = channel bit period 

C lock 

Write current_· _ ____. · · 
· + 

- T min------T max -----

Figure 1-16 Channel bit convention 

Figure 1-16 illustrates the channel bit convention. The shortest run-length of zeros 

between consecutive ones is known as the "d-constraint" and determines the highest 

transition density. The longest run of zeros between consecutive ones is known as 

the "k-constraint" and determines the clocking properties of the code. In other 

words, the d-constraint defines the high frequency content of the code, while the k-

constraint defines the low frequency content. The d-constraint is chosen to 

maximise the recording density, whilst minimising ISI, and the k-constraint is 

chosen to provide adequate transitions for clock recovery purposes. 
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The DSV (Digital Sum Variation) is the running integral of the area beneath the 

coded sequence. If the DSV of the code is allowed to grow indefinitely, then the 

code has de-content, which could ultimately result in saturation of the magnetic 

record heads. 

When m data symbols are encoded into n code symbols the code rate is: 

m 
Code Rate=

n 

A convenient measure of code efficiency is the Density Ratio (DR) [16]: 

Tmin =DR=m ·(d+l) 
n 

And the capacity of a code is given by: 

c = log2 xmax 

where Xmax is the largest root of the equation: 

(1-4) 

(1-5) 

(1-6) 

Choosing a high d-constraint could increase the density ratio but will impair the 

jitter margin or timing window (Tw), making the system more sensitive to noise. 

More commonly, the efficiency of a code is given by: 

E~~r. . Code Rate 
'.IJ lczency = - ---

Capacity 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1 -7) 

Figure 1-16 also shows that the maximum distance between transitions (TmaxJ 

influences the lower spectral limit. 

T = (k+l) ·m 
max 

.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... (1-8) 

n 
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1.2.2.1. NRZI coding 

Many coding schemes result in the propagation of a single bit error into several 

errors. For example, consider the basic longitudinal recording system, shown in 

Figure 1-17. 

D a ta bits 0 1 : 1 0 o 
NRZ_L 

Track 
Magnetization ± 

Readback Voltage : A 
tor N RZ_L Data _..___......__ _ _,V.--: ______ ,__........_--.----,-

Figure 1-17 Saturated magnetic recording 

A polarity reversal in the write current only occurs if the present bit is not the same 

as the previous bit. A reversal generates a change in the direction of saturation and 

upon playback, this transition generates a voltage pulse in the read head. Since a 

transition represents a switch from a run of ones to zeros (or vice versa), then failure 

to detect the playback pulse will give indefinite error propagation. 

Fortunately, this problem is easily resolved by means of NRZI encoding, where the 

difference between adjacent bits is detected and a transition is recorded only for a 

binary one, but not for zeros. Hence failure to detect a transition gives only a single 

bit error, which can be later corrected. However, it should be noted that adjacent 

transitions could result in ISI (Inter Symbol Interference), which causes peak shift 

degrading performance, particularly at high-density ratios. 
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Data bits 0 0 0 0 0 

Track . •I'" ... 1 •. ~ 
M ag netiza tio n -~----~--~ ....... ____.__~-~--___._~______. 

Re ad back Vo Ita g e _ ____..: 1\'--.Jo..: __ -r--~-~-:"'-f\____,.~: ______.· : 
for N RZI Data V 

~~· 
Figure 1-18 NRZI or differential coding 

NRZI decoding shown in Figure 1-18, is also useful for eliminating phase 

ambiguity of the recovered data, which is desirable in recording systems, because 

the data at playback have a 50% chance of being inverted. In practice NRZI coding 

is pre-coded with a RLL code. 

Scrambled NRZI coding has been used in the D-1 digital video recorder [89] and 

the Ampex DCRSi instrumentation recorder [90] . The PRBS reduces the de-content 

of the code, which is essential in these recorders, since rotary transformers are used. 

NRZI is also used in communications systems, but is known as "Differential 

Coding". Satellite communication systems often employ DBPSK (Differential 

Binary Phase Shift Keying) modulation [23]. Differential decoding provides a 

simple and robust method of demodulating a DBPSK signal, as well as eliminating 

phase ambiguity of the demodulated data. 
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1.2.2.2. Manchester code 

The Manchester code (also known as BiPhase_L) was the first practical self-

clocking binary code and is de free. The Manchester code is very easy to encode 

since the NRZ data are simply gated with the record clock by means of an 

"Exclusive-Or" gate. 

Clock 

. . . . 

Data bits: 0 :0 : 1 :0 . 0 . 1 : 0 : 1 :0 :0 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 :0 : 1 : 1 :0 . 0 : 1 :1 :0 : 0 : 1 : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
N RZ L : : : . . + 

:o 

Manchester 
+ 

Figure 1-19 Manchester coding 

The timing diagram in Figure 1-19 shows that each data bit is represented by two 

channel symbols. The code always changes state in the centre of the bit period. The 

first half of the bit period is encoded as the complement of the data, whilst the 

second half is the actual data. Since there can be two transitions over one bit period, 

the jitter margin can only be Y2 a bit. The high clock content of the Manchester code 

is achieved at the expense of bandwidth and is therefore only used where recording 

density is not critical. 

The Manchester code remains in use today, for example single-density floppy disk 

[91], SMPTE /EBU time code [92] [93] used on professional audio and video 

recorders and the reference track in the DASH format [94] . It is also commonly 

used for communications systems such as the European RDS [95], low-bit rate 

weather satellites [96] and local area networks [97] . 
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1.2.2.3. Miller code 

The Miller Code (also known as Modified Frequency Modulation, MFM and Delay 

Modulation, DM) has a reduced clock content compared to that of the Manchester 

code, hence the need for a clock flywheel effect over missing transitions in the 

clock recovery system. Transitions in the centre of the bit period are retained, but 

transitions at the end of the bit period are only required between successive zeros. 

There are still two channel bits for every data bit providing a code rate of Y2, but 

adjacent channel bits will never be a one, doubling the minimum time between 

transitions and hence doubling the density ratio. The proceeding bit influences the 

coding of the current bit, hence, memory must be provided to store the previous bit. 

Figure 1-20 shows the DSV of the Miller code which suffers from baseline (or de) 

wander. This can lead to peak shift at threshold detection resulting in timing errors. 

Clock 

. . . 
Data bits · 1 : 1 : 0 : 0 . 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 0 :0 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : . . 
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0 

NRZ_L 
. + 

.. .. . . . . . ' . . 
3T ,-- - -- -- " ---.- --:- - -C--7-- .;-- ~-- -:--- ~ -- ; ---:---:---:- -- :- -- 7-- -: ---·---:-- -:- - - ~ -- "--~ 

2T ~- - -- -- ----;---:- -- ~ __ , -- ~ -- -:---·-- - ~ -- : -- ~ - --:- --;--- ~ -- '-- ~ ---:- --:--- ~ -- : _-: ---' 

;> T ~-- -- - -~ - --- - ---- ~------ - - -- ----- ~ -- ~----- ~------------------ -~ --~-- :--:--~ 

w 0 .~~--~~~~----~--------------------
0 
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Figure 1-20 Miller coding 
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Many rigid disks adopted the Miller code at the time of their development and it 

remains in use on double density floppy disk [91]. 

Shown in Appendix 3 is a circuit diagram of the Miller encoder, developed for real-

time testing. 

1.2.2.4. Miller2 code 

The Miller2 code is a direct modification of the Miller code, to eliminate the de-

content. The timing diagram of Figure 1-21 shows that the DSV of the Miller2 code 

is bounded, preventing the de level from growing. 

Clock 

. . . . . 

Data bits : 1 . 1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 . 0 : 0 : 1 : 1 . 0 : 0 :0 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 1 . 1 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 

+ 
0 

r----;...--;....· -; . . . 

NRZ_L 
· + 
0 

2 
Miller : x 

. . . . . 
2T ~ --.-- ; -- ~ - - ----~ -- . --;-- ~ -- ~--- - --·--·-- ~ -- ~- --~-- ~-- ; -- ~ -- ~---~ -- 0-- ; -- ~ --~ 

· .. ··· ~--~ 

~-~~ 
-2T --------------------------------- ----------- --------- ------- ----- ------ -- ----

Figure 1-21 Miller2 coding 

The coding involves a new generalised rule: whenever an even number of ones 

occurs between zeros, the last one transition is suppressed. Simulation results have 

revealed that this generalised rule is open to misinterpretation, particularly if a 

random snap shot of a coded sequence is analysed. The coded sequence is bounded 

into three sequence bands, where one complete band ends, before the next band 

begins. Reference to the Miller2 code in Figure 1-23 reveals two sequence bands of 
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type-C, followed by a sequence band of type-B and A. The following two data one 

bits are of a new sequence band of type-A, therefore, the last one is not suppressed, 

even though a snap shot of the data bits suggest that the new coding rule should be 

applied. If this principle of sequence bands is not applied, then the code will not be 

de free. Many books overlook this important fact and care should be taken when 

designing a suitable encoder. 

The sequence coding rules as specified in the original patent [34] are as follows: 

Type-A Any number of ones but no zeros = Change at the centre of the bit period. 

Type-B An odd number of ones = Change at the centre of the bit period. 
Two zeros = Change at the end of the bit period. 

T_ype-C A zero followed by an even number of ones = Don't encode the last bit. 

Simulation results have revealed an error in the original patent and this is described 

in Appendix 3. The Miller2 code was used in some early stationary-head digital 

audio recorders and is currently in use in high-bit rate, instrumentation recording 

and the professional D-2 composite digital videocassette recorder [98]. 

Shown in Appendix 3 is a circuit diagram of the Miller2 encoder, developed for 

real-time testing. For simulation of the DSP-based clock recovery schemes, a new 

custom Miller2 encoder has been developed, and this is shown in Appendix 3. 
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1.2.2.5. RLL 2,7 code 

The RLL 2, 7 code is a member of the more advanced group codes, where input data 

are converted to patterns of channel bits by means of a lookup table. The lookup 

code avoids undesirable patterns, thereby improving overall efficiency. The main 

advantage of the 2,7 code is that the d-constraint is increased by one, compared to 

the Miller and Miller2
• Hence, there is an increase in the density ratio for the same 

jitter margin. There are two encoded bits corresponding to each data bit. The 

mapping of the variable-length code words is given in Table 1-3. 

Data Code Word 

10 0100 
11 1000 
000 000100 
010 100100 
011 001000 
0010 00100100 
0011 00001000 

Table 1-3 Code table for RLL 2,7 

The encoding of the data can be achieved by partitioning the data sequences into 

two, three or four-bit groups to match the entries in the code table, and then 

mapping them into the corresponding code words, as indicated in Figure 1-22. 

Clock 

. . . .... 
Data bits : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 1 :1 : 0 : 1 : 1 : 0 : 0 1 1 : 0 : 0 1 

NRZ_L 

RLL 2,7 
r :--- . 

' · ' · 

. xx : xx o1 :oo 10 o1:oo:o1 oo oo. 10 oo 1o :oo:oo 1o:oo.oo·oo 10 oo oo:1o 01 .. . : ...... .. : .. : .. : .. : . ...... . .. ... : . ...... : . : ... : 

: x : x · 1 · 00 : 1 : o : 1 : o : o : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : o : 1 : 1 : o : o 1 1 : o : o 1 
. . . . . 

Figure 1-22 RLL 2,7 coding 
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BACKGROUND 1.2.2.5 RLL 2, 7 CODE 

The RLL 2,7 code is used in high performance rigid disks such as the mM 3370, 

3375 and 3380 [99]. 

Shown in Appendix 3 is a circuit diagram of the RLL2,7 encoder, developed for 

real-time testing. For simulation of the DSP-based clock recovery schemes, a new 

custom RLL2, 7 encoder has been developed, and this is shown in Appendix 3. 

1.2.2.6. Summary of recording codes 

Kobayashi and Mackintosh have provided surveys of recording codes and these 

publications are referenced in [100] and [101]. 

Research into recording codes is active and new codes are invented regularly. 

The DSP-based clock recovery algorithms, discussed in later chapters, may be 

applied to any of the described recording codes. A clock recovery scheme, which is 

capable of fly wheeling over long encoded run lengths, could reduce the constraints 

currently imposed on recording codes, and this could ultimately lead to new more 

efficient codes, providing increased storage capacity. 

Hence, rapid clock acquisition and long flywheel periods are primary objectives of 

the new DSP-based algorithms. 
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Clock 
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Figure 1-23 Common recording codes 

Figure 1-23 shows the timing diagrams of common recording codes, together with 

the applied coding rules. Viewing the waveforms from top to bottom, one can 

observe an increasing minimum run length (d-constraint) and hence the potential for 

recording transitions closer together, thereby increasing the density ratio. 

Comparing the Manchester code with the RLL 2,7 code, one can clearly observe a 

difference in the coded run length. The Manchester code has a high number of 

transitions, providing a good clock component for clock recovery. While the RLL 

2,7 code has a reduced clock component, but improved efficiency. 
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Tabulated in Table 1-4 is a collection of popular recording codes, summarising the 

relative performance. 

Code Rate Capacity Efficiency d,k Density Detection DC 
Alternative Names Ratio Window Free 

NRZ-L 1 1 100% O,oo 1 T No 
NRZ-M 
NRZI 1 1 100% O,oo 1 T No 
BiPolar_Half 

Randomized NRZ 

BiPolar_Full 1 1 100% Ooo , 1 T No 
FM 
Biphase_M 

Double_Freq 1/2 0.6942 72% 0,1 0.5 T/2 Yes 
Phase_Encoding 

FSK 

Manchester 
BiPhase L 

112 0.6942 72% 0,1 0.5 T/2 Yes 

E-NRZ 7/8 1 87.5% 0,13 0.875 T No 
MiUer 
MFM 1/2 0.5515 90.6% 1,3 1 T/2 No 
DM 

Miller2 112 0.6509 76.8% 1,5 1 T/2 Yes 
GCR4,5 4/5 0.8792 79.8% 0,2 0.8 0.8T No 
ZM 1/2 0.55 15 90.6% 1,3 1 T/2 Yes 
RLL 2,7 1/2 0.5174 96.6% 2,7 1.5 T/2 No 

Table 1-4 Summary of popular recording codes 

The Manchester, Miller, Miller2 and RLL2,7 recording codes have been selected as 

test codes, for subsequent evaluation of the DSP-based clock recovery algorithms. 

These recording codes have been implemented in a specially designed FPGA 

encoder, for real-time testing of clock recovery performance. The test generator 

hardware is described in Appendix 3, together with encoder simulation models and 

results. 
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DSP-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 2 

Chapter 2 

2. DSP-based clock recovery 

This chapter describes a novel DSP-based, fixed frequency clock recovery 

algorithm, which exploits the "ringing" feature of a high-Q IIR (Infinite Impulse 

Response) filter [1] [2]. The scheme demonstrates superior performance over that of 

a PLL, particularly in terms of clock acquisition. A recovered clock is achieved at 

the first transition of the retrieved symbol. Hence, the synchronising preamble can 

be significantly reduced, resulting in faster access times and releasing synchronising 

space for data. Also, potentially long flywheel periods can be achieved, maintaining 

clock synchronisation over severe data dropouts. This can relax the constraints 

imposed on channel codes, which could lead to new, more efficient RLL recording 

codes, further improving storage capacity. 

Simulation results are analysed for the new clock recovery scheme, to determine 

clock acquisition, flywheel performance and clock jitter in the presence of applied 

gaussian noise. These results are determined for each of the test recording codes 

(Manchester, Miller, Miller2 and the 2,7 code). 

The simulation results have been verified in real-time using a TMS320C25 fixed 

point digital signal processor [102]. 
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DSP-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 2 

The conceptional realisation of a clock recovery system is shown in Figure 2-1. 

This illustrates a high-Q local oscillator, which is normally synchronised to the 

input transitions by means of phase locking. 

fl__J[_JL IlilJUlJUlJl 

DATA 

( J1Jl.ILJlilJl High a '\ Y Ca~:l':~:~~er t-1 ------.j•l ~ H .J' ~cLocK 
Figure 2-1 Feed-forward clock recovery system. 

The review of clock recovery architectures summarised in Section 1.1. 7, 

demonstrated that in general, feedback systems exhibit relatively poor acquisition 

performance. On the other hand, an advantage of a PLL is its ability to track symbol 

rate drift. However, the simulation results presented in Appendix 2, demonstrate 

that a narrow loop bandwidth to improve flywheel performance, for use with RLL 

data, restricts the tracking range to less than ±1 %. 

Many applications have a stable symbol rate, which is often derived from a crystal-

controlled clock in the transmitter or record electronics. Also, the velocity of 

recording media is often crystal controlled, as in helical scan tape recorders. In 

satellite communications it is usual for the data rate to be stable to within 0.001% 

(10-parts/million) [39], while for a hard disk the speed change is typically less than 

0.1 % [18] . In such applications, once acquisition has been achieved, there is no 

requirement to track large variations in symbol-rate drift and this provides the 

potential for a feed forward clock recovery system. 
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DSP-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 2 

The DSP-based clock recovery scheme exploits the "ringing" feature of a high-Q 

IIR filter, when the poles are close to the unit circle (i.e. high gain and narrow 

bandwidth). This feature of a high-Q IIR filter is demonstrated by the impulse 

response, shown in the simulation of Figure 2-2. 

Impulse 
1 

-1 

~ Clock Recovery Filter Impulse Response 
100 

-100 

~ Clock 
1 

- 1 

Figure 2-2 llR filter impulse response 

The filter "rings" at the resonant frequency and decays exponentially to zero. The 

filter output can be hard limited, with a threshold at zero to produce a logic level 

clock, which flywheels for the duration of the filter oscillations. 

In the context of clock recovery this feature is desirable, since it can be exploited to 

provide rapid clock acquisition and a good clock flywheel effect over periods of lost 

input. 
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DSP-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

2.1. System description 

The clock recovery system and associated waveforms are shown Figure 2-3. 

IIR Alter Recovered 

-I 
+ /"')(., I , Clock 
~ D 0 E 

Figure 2-3 Clock recovery system with waveforms 

Coded data symbols, A, are applied to a timing conditioner, where they are delayed 

by a half symbol period and modulo-2 added to the non-delayed symbol to give 

signal C, which has a strong frequency component at the desired clock rate. This 

signal resembles the desired clock, but at this stage is unusable due to gaps resulting 

from run lengths in the coded symbols. Before application to the IIR filter, the 

waveform C is converted from logic levels to positive and negative numeric values 

to stimulate the filter. These numeric values must be carefully chosen, to provide 

the highest possible stimulation (thereby maximising the flywheel period), whilst 

ensuring that the filter does not overflow. As a result of the applied stimulus, the 

fil ter rings at its tuned frequency, which has been set to the symbol rate, to produce 
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DSP-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

waveform D. Subsequent stimulus pulses reinforce the filter oscillations, causing its 

output to grow in amplitude. This waveform is now hard limited back to logic levels 

to give waveform E, the recovered clock output. If input pulses should fail to occur 

(for example, due to run lengths in the code or a data dropout), then the filter output 

will begin to decay towards zero. The recovered clock will flywheel over these 

periods, and as long as the stimulus to the filter is reinstated before the filter output 

reaches zero, then clock synchronisation is maintained. 

2.1.1. Timing conditioner 

The timing conditioners previously described in Section 1.1 consists of edge 

detectors, which utilise the properties of an ECPD [103]. For the DSP-based clock 

recovery scheme a strong clock component with a 50% duty cycle is preferable, for 

stimulating the IIR filter. The input levels then combine, in phase within the internal 

feedback of the filter structure to achieve maximum amplitude at the filter output. 

The auto-correlation function of NRZ data provides a correlation peak at the bit 

period. When the retrieved data are delayed by half a bit period (T/2) and multiplied 

by the non-delayed data, as illustrated in Figure 2-4, a strong spectral component at 

the desired clock rate is achieved. 

A 

Input 
Data 

c 
Clock 

Corn ponent 

Figure 2-4 Delay and Multiply conditioner 
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DSP-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 2.1.1 TIMING CONDITIONER 

Since the input symbols are logic levels, the "Delay and Multiply" can be modified 

to a modulo-2 adder by means of an "Exclusive-Or" gate, followed by a bipolar 

scalar, as illustrated in Figure 2-5. 

Input 
Data 

A 

Clock 
Corn ponent 

Figure 2-5 Delay and Add conditioner 

DSP processors contain a multiply register and the "Delay and Multiply" function is 

easy to execute. Whereas, multiplication is difficult to perform using logic 

hardware, hence the "Delay and Add" conditioner is preferred for logic 

implementation, such as an FPGA. The timing of the "Delay and Add" conditioner 

is shown in Figure 2-6, together with the resulting response of the IIR filter. 

T -
A 

B 

c 

Figure 2-6 Delay and Add Timing 

Half rate recording codes have transitions at the centre and the end of the bit period. 

The auto-correlation function of these codes provides two correlation peaks, one at 

the bit period and another at half the bit period (the symbol rate). 
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Input 
Symbols 

(1/2 Rate) 

A 

Figure 2-7 Two stage Delay and Add conditioner 

Clock 
Component 

A clock must therefore be recovered at the symbol rate, to successfully decode the 

retrieved symbols. For V2 rate codes a two-stage signal conditioner is applied; the 

first T/2 stage generates a clock component at the bit rate and the second T/4 stage 

doubles the frequency, generating a clock component at the symbol rate for 

stimulating the IIR filter. 

T -NRZ-L D ata 

RLL2 ,7 A 

B 

c 

D 

E 

Figure 2-8 Timing diagram for 1/2 rate codes 

The IIR filter is tuned to the symbol rate frequency, the output of which is hard 

limited to provide the recovered clock, which can then be used to re-sample the V2 

rate encoded symbols. In practice, the hard limiter is achieved by taking the most 

significant bit, the sign bit in 2's complement arithmetic. 
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DSP-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 2.2 CLOCK RECOVERY FILTER THEORY 

2.2. Clock recovery filter theory 

An IIR filter is normally formed as a second order section containing both poles and 

zeros, providing a centre frequency and stop-band nulls. In this application, the 

stop-band null is of no consequence and the design can be simplified to have 

feedback paths only. 

,....--- y(n) 

x(n) 

Figure 2-9 Architecture of clock recovery IIR filter 

The filter output can be expressed in the time domain as: 

y(n)= x(n)+ Cy(n -1)-Ky(n-2) 

Applying the time-shift property of the z-transform [104]. 

Le. x(n) <=} X (z), y(n) <=} Y(z) 

x(n- n0 ) <=} z -"o X (z), y(n- n
0

) <=} z-no Y(z) 

Taking the Z-transform of equation (2-1) 

Y(z)= x(z)+ cz-1Y(z)- Kz -2Y(z) 

X(z) = Y(z)- cz-1Y(z) + Kz-2Y(z) 

X (z) = Y(z)[l - cz-1 + Kz-2
] 
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DSP-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 2.2 CLOCK RECOVERY FILTER THEORY 

H( ) Y(z) 1 
z = X(z) = 1-C z-1 +K z-2 

................ .... .... (2-2) 

2 

H(z)= z = zeros 
z 2 - C z+K poles 

....................... (2-3) 

Equation (2-3) is the z-domain transfer function of the filter, which contains poles 

and a double zero at the z-plane origin. 

'afT 

Substituting e' for z into equation (2-2) yields the frequency response: 

H(e jwT )= (1- C e-jwr + K e-jlwr t (2-4) 

Expressed as a function of frequency (j): 

.. ... ... .. .. .. ...... (2-5) 

For normalised frequencies, the sample rate,fs = 1 and the centre frequency,.fc = 1
/ 16 

= 0.0625, the coefficients are then given as C = 1.84414 and K = 255
/ 256. 

The corresponding frequency response is plotted in Figure 2-10. 
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Figure 2-10 Frequency response of the IIR filter 
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The phase response is plotted in Figure 2-11. 

+n .---------------~--~~--.-------~------~ 
0.0625 

0 ·----- -----+---·------------· "" l ___ __ ·--·---t------t-------

-n L_ ____ _l ______ ~--~~C======r====~ 
0.05 0.055 0.06 0.065 0.07 0.075 

Normalised Frequency 

Figure 2-11 Phase response of the IIR filter 

The poles of equation (2-3) describe the resonance and stability of the filter. The 

denominator (poles) is in the form of a second order polynomial (i.e. ax2 + bx + c) 

-b+~b2 -4ac 
and the roots can be determined by - . 

2a 

Hence from equation (2-3) l + Cz + K = 0 

- C +~.J4K-C2 
Zpolt - -2 2 

. . . . . . . . . . . .......... .. (2-6) 

The poles must Lie within the unit circle to maintain stability. From equation (2-6), 

and analysis of the Z-plane diagram in Figure 2-12, r can be determined. 

2 ( 1 2 Y (c Y r = 2_~4K -C ) + 2 ) 

The bandwidth of the filter is given by: BW = (1- r)fs 
n 
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And the filter's Q becomes: 

If the sample rate is normalised,.fr =1 then: 

Q = 1T: f c 
1-r 

Unit 
C ircle --... 

lmag Z 

b=]_~4K -C1 
2 

Figure 2-12 Z-Plane diagram 

Assuming complex-poles z can be expressed in polar form. 

Zpote =a± }b = rcos8 ± jrsin8 

When 
c 

a =-= rcose 
2 

and b = !_.J4K- C2 = rsin8 
2 

Then equation (2-6) is expressed using complex notation. 

(2-8) 

(2-9) 

(2-10) 

For a high-Q fi lter, the poles are very close to the unit circle (r =1), then from the Z-

plane diagram: 
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!_.J4K -C2 

tane = 2 c 

2 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... (2-11) 

Rearranging equation (2-11) the second coefficient can be determined: 

Given the identities 

and with e = 2rr f c 
f s 

and 
1 

sec2 e = 2 
cos e 

Then: C = ± , __ 4_K_ = + , __ 4_K __ = 2.fK ± cos 2 21ifc 
sec 2 21ifc - 1 f s 

f s COS 2 21ifc 
f s 

...... ...... .... .... . (2-12) 

Rearranging equation (2-12), the corresponding sample rate can be determined: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... (2-13) 

Coefficient K is chosen to be very close to unity to provide a high-Q filter. Good 

clock recovery performance has been achieved with coefficient K = 255
/ 256 = 

0.99609, coefficient C = 1.84414, a sample rate normalised to fs = 1 and a symbol 

rate centre frequency fc = 1
/ 16 = 0.0625, providing a filter Q = 100. 
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These theoretical parameters have been applied to SPW FDS (Filter Design System) 

[25] and the resulting frequency response, impulse response and pole-zero diagram 

are shown in Figure 2-13. 
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Figure 2-13 Filter design analysis 
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2.3. Simulations 

Full simulation models and results of the DSP-based, fixed frequency clock 

recovery algorithm are presented in Appendix 4, key extracts of which are included 

in this chapter. The scheme has been simulated to evaluate: 

+ Acquisition performance. 

For each of the test codes, clock acquisition is achieved within a symbol period, 

from the first transition of the received symbols. 

+ Flywheel performance. 

For a filter Q of 100, the system can withstand a data dropout of 80 symbol 

periods without losing clock synchronisation. Cascading filter sections can 

double this flywheel period. The graph in Figure 2-17 summarises a collection 

of simulation data, representing the clock flywheel performance versus filter Q, 

together with the corresponding acceptable symbol rate drift. A filter Q of 100 

has an acceptable symbol rate drift of ±1 %. 

+ Noise rejection performance. 

A precisely controlled amount of gaussian jitter [1 05] representing noise has 

been applied to the input symbols. The histograms of Figure 2-25 represent the 

PDF (Probability Density Function) of jitter in the recovered clock. For a filter 

Q of 100, the PDF with zero jitter is almost 98% for Manchester data and 90% 

for RLL2,7 encoded data, indicating good jitter rejection properties. The graph 

of Figure 2-26 summarises the PDF of jitter in the recovered clock relative to 

the filter Q. 
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2.3.1. Simulation model 

For simulation of the clock recovery algorithm, several custom hierarchy blocks 

have been created [25]. Simulation models for the RLL encoders, as described in 

Section 1.2.2, can be seen in Appendix 3, while a description of the developed 

"Jitter Generator Block" and the "PDF Block" are provided in Appendix 4. 

RANDOM r--DATA 

Manchester 
Miller 
Miller Squared 
ALL 2,7 

ENCODER r--

Gaussian 
Distribution 

JITIER 
GENERATOR 

r-- CLOCK RECOVERY 
SYSTEM 

Figure 2-14 Overview of simulation model 

Statistical 
Jilt er 

Measurement 

- PDF 

Figure 2-14 provides an overview of the simulation model . Random NRZ data are 

encoded into one of the test recording codes. The encoded symbols are then passed 

through a specially designed jitter generator, where a controlled amount of gaussian 

jitter is applied to the encoded symbols to simulate noise. The DSP-based clock 

recovery system recovers the symbol clock, which is analysed for clock acquisition, 

flywheel and jitter rejection performance. 
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2.3.2. Simulation results 

Clock recovery performance has been evaluated using the four test recording codes: 

Manchester, Miller, Miller2 and RLL2,7; and also scrambled NRZ data (maximum 

run length= 15). Full simulation results are presented in Appendix 4. 

2.3.2.1. Acquisition performance 

The simulation results of Figure 2-15 show the acquisition performance for 

Manchester encoded data. After the application of data there is a 2-sample delay 

before the output of the filter is asserted. At 16 samples per symbol period this 

acquisition time represents an interval of 2/ 16 of the first symbol period, where the 

clock frequency is twice the bit rate (Y2 Rate code). This short acquisition time is the 

same for each of the test recording codes. 
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Figure 2-15 Acquisition performance- Manchester encoded data 
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It can be seen that as soon as the first data symbol is applied, the filter starts to ring 

at the fundamental frequency, which has been set to the symbol rate. Subsequent 

edges then reinforce the ringing and the filter grows in amplitude. The hard limited 

filter output provides the recovered clock. 

Similarly, Figure 2-16 shows the acquisition performance for the RLL 2,7 code. 
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Figure 2-16 Acquisition performance- RLL 2,7 encoded data 

The d constraint of the RLL2,7 code (d =2) increases the period between adjacent 

transitions, hence the stimulus to the IIR filter is increased with a two stage "Delay 

and Add" timing conditioner, as previously illustrated in Figure 2-7. The first T/2 

stage generates a clock component at the bit rate and the second T/4 stage doubles 

the frequency, generating a clock component at the symbol rate for stimulating the 
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IIR filter. The simulation results in Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16 show that the 

recovered clock is acquired within the first symbol period of the retrieved data. This 

demonstrates a major advantage over that of a PLL, which requires several hundred 

input cycles to achieve lock (see PLL results in Appendix 2). 

Similar performance is obtained for the Miller and Miller2 codes and full simulation 

results are shown in Appendix 4. 

2.3.2.2. Flywheel performance 

The impulse response shown in Figure 2-2 demonstrates the ringing properties of 

the IIR filter when the poles are close to the unit circle. This feature is exploited to 

provide a good flywheel effect over periods of lost input, thereby maintaining clock 

synchronisation. The closer the poles are placed to the unit circle (higher filter Q), 

then the greater the flywheel period over lost input. A higher-Q reduces the 

bandwidth of the band pass filter; hence the trade-off to this increased flywheel time 

is a reduction in data rate drift. 
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Figure 2-17 Filter-Q versus flywheel 
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The graph of Figure 2-17 shows that the number of clock periods for which the 

clock flywheels , increases exponentially with the filter Q. If the acceptable data-

rate drift of a system is known, then the graph can be used to determine the highest 

permissible filter Q, and hence maximise the clock flywheel period. 

The simulation results presented, used a filter Q of 100, which represents tolerance 

to a 1% data rate drift. 
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Figure 2-18 Flywheel performance - Manchester encoded data 

Figure 2-18 shows the flywheel performance for the Manchester code when 

subjected to a 40-bit (80-symbols) data dropout. The IIR filter decays exponentially 

and the hard limited filter output provides an uninterrupted recovered clock. 
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Zooming-in at the end of the dropout shows the recovered clock remaining in-phase 

when data are re-applied. 
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Figure 2-19 Flywheel performance - RLL2, 7 encoded data 

Figure 2-19 shows the flywheel performance for the RLL 2, 7 code over a 40-bit 

data dropout. The RLL2,7 code has larger run length (k =7 constraint) than that of 

the Manchester code and hence a reduction in the flywheel performance is to be 

expected. Zooming-in at the end of the dropout shows a reduction in the recovered 

clock mark-space-ratio as the phase begins to slip, however new symbols arrive 

before total loss of lock, and synchronisation is maintained. 

For codes with even longer run lengths, a two-stage filter can be applied. 

Scrambled NRZ data has a run length of 2n-J, where n is the length of the shift-

register of the PRBS generator, as described in Section 1.2.1. For example, a 64K-

length PRBS sequence is typical, where the maximum run length is 15. 
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Figure 2-21 Flywheel performance - Two stage filter (NRZ data) 

Cascading filter sections can increase the flywheel period by a factor of 2, as shown 

in Figure 2-20 and Figure 2-21. Clock acquisition is delayed by only 2 samples, 

corresponding to the 2-tap delay within the IIR filter architecture. 

This simulation demonstrates how the clock recovery system can be made to 

tolerate long encoded run lengths and severe data dropouts. 
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2.3.2.3. Noise rejection performance 

A practical system contains timing errors due to system noise. The simulation of 

Figure 2-22 shows the effect of additive noise on retrieved data. While Figure 2-23 

shows the corresponding eye diagram, with the resulting phase jitter indicated. A 

good clock recovery system should have filtering to minimise jitter in the recovered 

clock and hence, reduce the probability of miss-timing the data when re-sampled. 
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Figure 2-23 Eye diagram of noisy data 
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In the following simulations, ±3 samples jitter with a gaussian distribution 

(corresponding to ±67.5 degrees phase jitter) have been applied to the encoded 

symbols and the jitter rejection performance, statistically analysed over half a 

million samples. 
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Figure 2-24 Acquisition with applied jitter 

Figure 2-24 shows clock acquisition performance when jitter is applied to the RLL 

2,7 code. The narrow bandwidth IlR filter averages phase errors in the retrieved 

data and as the output of the filter grows in amplitude, the clock recovery system 

becomes less sensitive to input phase variations, minimising jitter in the recovered 

clock. 
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Figure 2-25 PDF of jitter in the recovered clock 

When gaussian jitter is applied to Manchester encoded data the clock recovery filter 

virtually eliminates all jitter in the recovered clock. The standard deviation of the 

recovered clock is only 3.3 degrees. While for the RLL2,7 code, nearly 90% of the 

recovered clock contains zero phase error, and the corresponding standard deviation 

is 7.1 degrees. These results are quantified in the histograms of Figure 2-25, which 

were obtained from simulation results over 500,000 samples with a filter Q of 100. 

To reduce sampling errors, the clock is delayed such that the sampling edge re-

times the data at the centre of the symbol period, thereby maximising the jitter 

detection window. Jitter of ±Y2 a symbol period can then be tolerated before data 

errors occur, as illustrated in Figure 2-23. 
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As previously described, the higher the filter Q, the narrower the filter bandwidth 

and hence the greater the rejection to jitter in the recovered clock. 

The graph of Figure 2-26 demonstrates jitter rejection for Manchester encoded data 

for different values of filter Q. 
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Figure 2-26 PDF of jitter versus Filter Q - Manchester data 

It can be seen that a filter Q of 100 provides good jitter rejection, minimising jitter 

in the recovered clock. 
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2.4. Test apparatus 

The simulation results have been verified in real-time, using specially developed 

hardware, based around a TMS320C25 DSP processor. A description of the DSP 

software is included in Appendix 6, together with the assembler source code and 

experimental results. 

Clock recovery at nine different data rates ranging from 50 to 4800 bits/sec have 

been programmed into common hardware, with selectable sample rates of 6.4KHz, 

38.4KHz and 76.8KHz. A two-stage IIR filter is used, as shown Figure 2-29, 

operating from DSP software within the processor' s on-chip memory. In all cases, 

the flywheel time of the recovered clock is greater than 46 NRZ data periods. 

Figure 2-27 shows a block diagram of the DSP-based clock recovery hardware. 
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Figure 2-27 DSP-based clock recovery hardware - Block diagram 
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Figure 2-28 shows the corresponding prototype board, which has been constructed 

using a wire-wrap technique. Schematic diagrams are shown in Appendix 5. 

Figure 2-28 DSP-based clock recovery board 

Test outputs are provided, such that various points within the clock recovery 

algorithm can be written, under software control, to DAC's (Digital to Analogue 

Converters), enabling digital signals to be viewed in analogue form on an 

oscilloscope. This is particularly useful for viewing the output of the IIR filters . A 

separate DAC board, with a bank of six DACs has also been developed to allow 

multiple viewing of signals. The schematic diagram for this DAC board is also 

included in Appendix 5. 
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The desired default data rate is pre-selected with a Local Status DIL (Dual In Line) 

switch. At power-up, the binary code of the switch is read, resulting in a software 

branch to initialise one of the nine pre-programmed data rates. The appropriate 

sample rate is selected, and the software delays and filter coefficients are loaded 

into the clock recovery algorithm for automatic operation, with no user interaction. 

In addition to the turnkey operation, clock recovery at different data rates can be 

remotely selected with a "dumb-terminal" or alternatively via a standard GPIB 

instrumentation interface (General Purpose Interface Bus, also known as IEEE488 

Bus) [106]. To facilitate this remote operation, a serial-interface (comprising a 

UART and an RS232 transceiver) and a GPIB interface are provided in hardware 

and software. 

I CR20 I 
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Figure 2-29 DSP Software algorithm overview 
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Figure 2-29 provides an overview of the clock recovery algorithm implemented in 

DSP software. Each algorithm block is assigned an identification number, which 

can be conveniently cross-referenced to the assembler source code. 
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As well as the clock recovery algorithm, the software includes a BIOS (Basic Input 

Output System) to handle remote terminal commands and display messages. The 

BIOS includes menu options, to aid user interaction for selecting the required data 

rate and for displaying the currently selected operation. A second menu, displayed 

on the remote terminal, allows memory to be viewed and manipulated, providing a 

means of fine-tuning "on-the-fly" without the need to reprogram EPROM's. 

To avoid phase noise, the sample rate is derived in hardware, where the 40MHz

system clock is divided wjth binary counters, to provide three sample rate clocks 

6.4KHz, 38.4KHz and 76.8KHz. A data selector is controlled by software and 

selects one of the three sample rates, depending on the required clock recovery data 

rate. The selected sample rate clock is converted to an interrupt pulse, which causes 

the software to execute the clock recovery interrupt service routine. 

Three interrupt service routines are provided, INTO has the highest priority and is 

used to execute the clock recovery algorithm. INT2 handles messages from the 

terminal, while INTl actions commands derived from the GPffi interface. All 

interrupt service routines include a software stack for saving and restoring the 

contents of the processors internal registers. 
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The software has been developed into three separate assembly language modules, 

each of which are compiled and then linked to form an executable programme in 

Intel Hex format, for programming the onboard EPROM's. 

A description of the software together with source code listings is included in 

Appendix 6. 

~ · ·~·· •••• -

Figure 2-30 Clock recovery test system 

A photograph of the prototype test system, complete with a terminal and 

oscilloscope, is shown in Figure 2-30. A standard 6U rack contains the DSP-based 

clock recovery board, a DAC board and also a test generator board for generating 

internal NRZ scrambled data at selectable bit rates. 
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Detailed analysis using a logic analyser, on the real-time clock recovery system, has 

verified the theoretical and simulation results. Measurements were carried out on 

clock acquisition, flywheel performance, coefficient quantization and data rate drift. 

These experimental results are included in Appendix 6. 

Figure 2-31 Oscilloscope display of clock recovery signals 

Figure 2-31 shows a photograph of the oscilloscope screen, displaying the real-time 

clock recovery signals. The top trace shows the random input data. While the 

second trace shows the output of the "Delay & Multiply" timing conditioner. The 

slow camera shutter speed allows faint overlaid pulses to be seen, demonstrating the 

high clock content used to stimulate the IIR filter. The third trace is the output of 

the IIR filter section, which is sliced to produce the bottom trace, the recovered 

clock. 
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2.5. FPGA Implementation 

A processor-based implementation may be compromised by the speed of software 

operation, which is executed sequentially. While DSP processors are becoming 

more powerful, both in terms of speed and architecture, these advancements in 

technology are at present subject to an increased cost penalty. To accommodate 

high sample rates, a parallel logic approach must be applied, either in discrete logic 

or an ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit). 

To achieve this high-speed solution, whilst still maintaining a degree of 

programmability, the clock recovery IIR filter has been implemented in a Xilinx 

3020 (50MHz) FPGA [1 07]. The filter characteristics are programmed into the gate 

array at power-up or "on-the-fly". This FPGA implementation is referenced in the 

author's published paper, [Appendix 11 {3 }] . 

To avoid using conventional binary multipliers, which are slow and occupy a lot of 

silicon, the filter coeffi.cients have been implemented using a novel technique of 

binary-weighted coefficients. This is achieved by bit-shifting the data words and 

adding or subtracting to obtain the required coefficient value. 

Figure 2-32 shows the architecture of the FPGA filter, where the filter coefficients 

are implemented automatically at the sample rate, without the need for sub

multipbcation processing. 
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V in + 
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K= 255/256 
(0.99609) 

Figure 2-32 FPGA Filter architecture 

Vo 

Coefficient K is chosen to be close to unity producing poles close to the unit circle. 

Hence, coefficient K is set to 0.99609, which has a binary weighting of 255
/ 256. This 

coefficient is achieved by bit-shifting the 16 bit data word, 8 bits to the right, 

providing a binary divided value of 1/ 256. This bit-shifted value is then subtracted 

from the non-shifted data word to provide the required coefficient of 255
/ 256 = 

0.99609. Similarly, Coefficient C is chosen to be 1.9375, which has binary 

weighting of 115
/ 16. The 16 bit data word is shifted 5 bits to the right to provide 1

/ 32, 

which is subtracted from the non-shifted data word to provide 31
/ 32 . This 

intermediate value is then shifted to the left 1 bit, providing x2 multiplication as a 

new 17 bit data word, producing the required C coefficient 62
/ 32 = 115

/ 16 = 1.9375. 

The binary weightings do impose quantization restrictions in the selection of the 

filter coefficients, however this restriction is offset by the choice of sample rate, 

which effectively fine-tunes the fi lter to the required centre frequency. 
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Figure 2-33 Routed FPGA die 

Figure 2-33 shows the routed FPGA design, which utilises 61 of 64 CLBs 

(Configurable Logic Blocks). Appendix 5 contains the corresponding schematic 

diagrams, which have been developed using a hierarchy structure. The above FPGA 

design has been implemented for clock recovery on a satellite data modem, 

operating at a sample rate of 2.59MHz and a data rate of 1 OOKbits/sec. This 

application is briefly described in Section 2.5 .2. 
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With the use of larger, faster FPGA devices, and employing adder look-ahead carry 

techniques, much higher sample rates are achievable. The author has also 

successfully extended the technique to FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter 

architecture's for channel filtering applications. The technique of using binary 

weighted coefficients, results in an approximate reduction of 50% in silicon 

utilisation and a 50% increase in speed performance [108]-[110]. As a result, GEC

Plessey Semiconductors (at Plymouth) are investigating the use of this technique for 

dedicated filter integrated circuits. 

2.5.1. Quantization 

Finite word length can reduce the dynamic range of the filter, while quantized 

coefficients can result in de-tuning the filter's centre frequency. 

All modern DSP processors contain at least a 16-bit data bus and usually contain an 

internal 32-bit multiply and accumulate register [Ill]. The FPGA filter has been 

implemented with a 16-bit word length, and quantization simulations using FDS 

have confirmed that quantization errors are negligible, as shown in Figure 2-34. 

However, the larger the word length, then the greater the capacity occupied within 

the FPGA device. Some applications may require the FPGA to incorporate other 

processes, in which case a device with increased capacity must be used, or 

alternatively the word length reduced. As described in Section 2.1, numeric values 

are chosen to provide the highest possible stimulation (thereby maximising the 

flywheel period), whilst ensuring that the filter does not overflow. 
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Figure 2-34 llR Filter quantized to 16 bits 

The best-case input signal is phase-reversal symbols, which cause maximum 

stimulus to the IIR filter. The numeric values chosen to stimulate the filter are ±45 

(logic 1 = +45 and logic 0 = -45), resulting in the amplitude growing to just under 

±3.27E4
, for a phase-reversal input. For a 16 bit word length, the dynamic range is 

±215 = 3.2768E4
, where the most significant bit is the sign bit, in 2's complement 

arithmetic. SPW simulations operate with double precision arithmetic; however 

results show that the filter amplitude has been restdcted to operate within the 

dynamic range of ±3.2768E4
. 

FDS on the other hand, has provision for quantizing coefficients and this has been 

used to determine the filter's frequency response and stability. 
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Figure 2-35 IIR Filter quantized to 9 bits 

The FDS simulation of Figure 2-35 shows the filter response, when the filter 

coefficients are quantized to 9 bits. It can be seen from the nominal overlay ifnom = 

0.0625Hz), that the filter centre frequency has de-tuned (fc = 0.06125Hz) by 

approximately 2%. This error is unacceptable, since the filter's amplitude would fail 

to grow to a sufficient level, so as to flywheel over data dropouts. This frequency 

error is corrected by appropriate selection of the sample rate, to re-tune the filter 

back to the required centre frequency. Quantization to 12 bits limits the frequency 

error to less than 1%, which is within the filter's bandwidth. 
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Figure 2-36 IIR Filter quantized to 8 bits 

If the coefficients are quantized even further to just 8 bits, the poles lie on the unit 

circle and the filter becomes unstable, as demonstrated in the FDS simulation of 

Figure 2-36. 
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2.5.2. Application 

The University of Plymouth operates live interactive distance learning TV 

programmes, from their TV studio to remote students within the U.K. and Europe. 

These tutorials are delivered via satellite using FM (Frequency Modulated) 

television. There was a requirement to deliver to these students, computer disk files, 

such that the presenter could provide course notes or interactively discuss computer

related problems (such as spreadsheets, programming, etc.). The author has 

developed a satellite data broadcasting modem, where computer binary files are 

transmitted utilising a sub-carrier on an analogue FM TV signal. 

Figure 2-37 Satellite data broadcasting system 

The data sub-carrier is modulated using DBPSK, onto a 7 .2MHz I. F. (Intermediate 

Frequency) and transmitted as part of an FM TV broadcast. The remote students 

receive the satellite TV broadcast, using a domestic satellite TVRO (TeleVision 

Receive Only) system. The video and audio are connected to a TV, and tutorial 

presentations are viewed in the normal way. In addition, the standard decoder 

output from the TVRO receiver is connected to a specially designed data receive 

modem board, as shown in Figure 2-38, which is located within the student's PC 

(Personal Computer). 
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Figure 2-38 Sub-carrier receive modem 

Data at 1 OOKbits/sec are digitally demodulated and clock recovery is performed, 

using the IIR filter algorithm implemented in an FPGA, as described in Section 2.5. 

Given the fixed binary weighted coefficients, a sample-rate of 2.59MHz fine-tunes 

the ITR filter to the desired centre frequency of 100KHz (lOOKbits/sec). Since the 

FPGA is capable of operating at high sample rates, it is desirable to operate with a 

large number of samples/symbol, thereby minimising residual clock jitter. In this 

design, 26-samples/bit period is used. 

A second FPGA provides word synchronisation and a buffered interface to the PC. 

The recovered binary words are read into the PC's memory at high speed using 

DMA (Direct Memory Access). A Windows (3.1 or 95) software application 

provides a user interface. The PC software logs received files, whereupon they can 

then be viewed or launched. For further information on this application, refer to the 

author's published paper, [Appendix 11 { 4} ]. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Adaptive clock recovery 

The results in Chapter 2 show that a clock recovery algorithm, with a fixed 

frequency IIR filter, provides rapid acquisition and good flywheel performance over 

long symbol run lengths and data dropouts. This algorithm has proven successful 

for clock recovery in burst mode applications, where rapid acquisition is essential. 

This fixed frequency system does however rely on an accurate and stable symbol 

rate, at which the centre frequency of the IIR filter is placed. With a filter Q = 100, 

the llR filter can accommodate ±1% drift of the input frequency, and for many 

applications this is adequate. 

However, other data systems may experience mechanical limitations, which can 

cause much larger symbol rate frequency variations. A magnetic disk drive may 

experience drive-motor servo errors and the disk may spin at a slightly slower 

speed, resulting in a constant but reduced symbol rate. An even harsher 

environment is a longitudinal magnetic tape drive, where the tape can suffer from 

stretch as well as mechanical fluctuations. In such cases the retrieved symbol rate 

frequency can drift outside the bandwidth of the fixed IIR filter, resulting in loss of 

clock recovery. In such applications, a clock recovery system must be capable of 

tracking symbol rate frequency variations. 
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Ideally, the advantages of rapid clock acquisition and good flywheel performance, 

demonstrated by the fixed frequency filter should be maintained. If the precise 

symbol rate frequency can be sensed, then the filter coefficients can be updated, to 

reposition the centre frequency of the clock recovery filter, to track these input 

frequency variations. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1 Concept of adaptive clock recovery 

Conventional adaptive IIR filters, using for example the LMS algorithm [112], are 

unsuitable because the error surface is usually non-quadratic and multi-nodal, with 

respect to the filter coefficients. Hence, the coefficients can get stuck in local 

minima and fail to converge to the global minima. Genetic search algorithms [113] 

can be used to reduce this affect, but the wasted time searching along incorrect 

routes result in slow convergence speed and high computational complexity. 

3 

A novel adaptive system has been investigated, based upon two IIR detection filters, 

placed symmetrically around the nominal input frequency. The output of the 

detection algorithm generates an error control signal, which is used to apply new 

coefficients, to adjust the centre frequency and gain of an IIR clock-tracking filter. 
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Theoretical analysis has been applied, for an acquisition and tracking range of up to 

±10% from the nominal centre frequency. Analysis has resulted in the development 

of a symmetrical tracking scheme, for both positive and negative frequency offsets. 

Mathematical expressions have been derived for the frequency estimator, to 

represent the coefficients as a function of the error control signal. 

Simulation results are analysed for the adaptive clock recovery algorithm, to 

determine clock acquisition, the number of symbols needed to adapt and tracking 

performance. Simulations have been performed, initially for a sinusoidal input, 

resulting in further development for use with rectangular pulses. 

Simulation results have demonstrated improvements over that of a basic PLL, both 

in terms of acquisition time and range, relative to flywheel performance. A PLL 

with a narrow loop bandwidth restricts the acquisition range to less than ±1 %, and 

requires a training sequence of several hundred symbols to achieve lock. Whereas 

the DSP-based adaptive system provides an acquisition range of up to ±10%, and 

recovers a clock upon receipt of the first symbol transition. Also, the adaptive 

system demonstrates good clock flywheel performance, maintaining clock 

synchronisation over a dropout of 80 symbol periods. 
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3.1. System description 

The adaptive clock recovery system is based upon two high-Q detection filters 

operating at 14 of the system sample rate. These detection filters have a wider 

bandwidth than the tracking filter and are placed symmetrically around the nominal 

input (symbol rate) frequency. One is placed at a low frequency (ji) and the other 

placed at a high frequency CfH) with equal spacing (fJ from the nominal (fc). 

DATA 
Tlm lng f\ ~ {I 

Conditioner 1-r--------------~ ~ 

Update 
Freq & Gain 

Figure 3-2 Adaptive clock recovery system 

CLOCK 

The outputs of the detection filters are full-wave rectified and averaged, to detect 

the filter's positive amplitude envelopes. These de levels are then subtracted to 

produce an error signal, which is proportional to the frequency offset of the input 

signal (the symbol rate). If the input signal is at its nominal frequency, then both 

detection filters produce the same output amplitude and the error signal is zero. If 

however, the input signal has moved to a frequency above the nominal, then the 

signal will have moved further into the band of the higher detection filter and 

further out of the band of the lower detection filter. Hence, the oscillations of the 

higher detection filter will be of greater amplitude than that of the lower detection 

filter, and the resulting imbalance provides a corresponding error signal. 
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Similarly, if the input signal has moved to a frequency lower than the nominal, then 

a negative error signal will reflect the change in direction. The error signal is then 

used to calculate new coefficients, to move the centre frequency of the high-Q 

tracking filter to the new frequency of the input signal. Changing the centre 

frequency of the tracking filter results in a change in its amplitude. Hence, the error 

signal is also used to control gain compensation, maintaining a constant amplitude 

across the entire tracking range. 

The high-Q tracking filter is exploited, to provide rapid clock acquisition and a 

good flywheel effect over data dropouts. Initially, the tracking filter may be offset 

(off-tune) from the input frequency, however, as long as there is sufficient stimulus 

to excite the tracking filter, then an output clock is produced. At this point, the filter 

output is low in amplitude and the system is vulnerable to long runs of the same 

encoded symbol. The system would therefore benefit from a short preamble (of say 

6 phase reversal symbols), to stimulate the filter sufficiently to flywheel over this 

period. 

As the tracking filter adapts to the input frequency, the stimulus becomes stronger 

and the filter output grows in amplitude, becoming less susceptible to encoded run 

lengths or data dropouts. When the system has fully adapted, the tracking filter is 

placed at the frequency of the input signal and exhibits the same desirable 

characteristics as for the fixed frequency filter, discussed in Chapter 2. 
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3.1.1. Tracking filter gain 

A frequency estimator is used to re-tune the tracking filter to the correct input 

frequency. From equation (2-8), the Q of the tracking filter becomes: 

1r f c 

Q = f s 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... (3-1) 

c 1-/K: 

A change in the centre frequency (fc) produces a change of the filter Q, and a 

corresponding change in amplitude. Figure 3-3 shows the tracking filter swept 

across the frequency band. The change in amplitude can be approximated by a 

straight-line function over the region of interest, given by: 
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f s 
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.......... 

0.055 0.06 
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0.065 

Normalised Frequency 

0.07 0.075 

Figure 3-3 Tracking filter with no amplitude compensation 
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Given a frequency f, amplitude compensation can be applied, given by the function: 

A(J) = (100 · f c) -13 
(100 · J)-13 

....................... (3-3) 

soo .--------r--------.--------r--------.--------, 

.g 
a 

600 

:a 400 

~ 

0.05 0.055 0.06 0.065 0.07 

Normalised Frequency 

Figure 3-4 Tracking filter with amplitude compensation 

0.075 

The nominal frequency (fc = 0.0625) has unity gain, while the applied amplitude 

compensation provides either gain for positive offsets, or attenuation for negative 

frequency offsets. Figure 3-4 shows the resulting constant amplitude across the 

tracking range. 
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3.1.2. Detection filter symmetry 

It is important that the two detection filters have identical amplitude and frequency 

responses, in order to produce an accurate and symmetrical error control signal. 

Therefore, the positive frequency skirt of the lower detection filter must be an exact 

mirror image of the negative frequency skirt of the upper detection filter. 

However, there are two problems in achieving this: 

• The positive and negative skirts of the IIR filter have different rates of roll-off. 

This is particularly apparent with reference to the FDS analysis of the IIR filter, 

as shown in Figure 2-13. 

• The Q of the detection filters, and hence amplitude, varies depending upon the 

centre frequency, since Q = _L_ . 
BW 

400 ,....-------,-------------- ---. 

0.062l 

300 

~ loo -------~~~----~---~--4---~1 
< 

100 

O.Ol O.OH 0.06 0.06l 0.07 0 .07l 

Norm11ised Frequency 

Figure 3-5 Response of non-symmetrical detection filters 

Simply choosing coefficients to place detection filters, low Hdf) and high HH(f), 

results in uneven amplitude responses, as shown in Figure 3-5. The high filter can 
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be provided with gain, to peak its amplitude response to match that of the low filter, 

but the uneven roll-off skirts still result in a non-symmetrical response. Hence, the 

positive skirt of the low filter and the negative skirt of the high filter do not 

converge exactly at the nominal frequency of the tracking filter (fc = 0.0625Hz). 

Mathematically, the response of the low detection filter can be mirrored about the 

axis of the nominal-tracking filter, to give the desired response. 

For example, given the low filter's transfer function Hdf) and a centre frequency j,, 

a mirror image of Hdf) can be produced about the axis.fc to form a function HH(f). 

let 

IH L<f)l 
IHL(Hc- 91 

for all values of /1. 

then 11 = f- j , 

400~------------~------~------------~ 

200 

0.05 0.055 0.06 0.065 

f 
Normalised Frequency 

0.07 

Figure 3-6 Ideal mirrored detection filters 
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However, this mathematical manipulation cannot be realised in practice and 

therefore an alternative scheme has been devised. 

In analysing the response of the IIR filter coefficient (C), a cosine function is 

produced, spanning from de to the sample rate if= 1), given by equation (2-12) and 

plotted in Figure 3-7. 

C(f) 

2r-=-~--------~----~, ~~~,-~~-~,~, ----.---------~~~ 

• 0.25 i , , i T-, 
I ' ,/ i ' I '---, ; 

----- _____ · __ · ~------~---:------+- ---4-~.:: -~----~---·--: ! ! 
i : 
' . . 

~~----------~------~~~-=--~--~------------~ 
0 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

f 
Coeffi cient C vs Frequency 

Figure 3-7 Cosine function of filter coefficient 

It is interesting to observe that the cosine function has a null at 0.25 of the sample 

rate. The cosine curve between 0 and 0.25 is identical to that of 0.25 to 0.5, with the 

exception of a change in sign, from positive to negative. If the modulus of this 

cosine function is applied, then identical coefficients exist around 0.25 of the 

sample rate (and also at 0.75 of the sample rate). Hence, low and high detection 

filters can be placed above and below this frequency, which have identical 

coefficients (except for a sign change), thereby providing identical frequency and 

amplitude responses. 

Low detection filter and 

High detection filter 
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The nominal centre frequency of the tracking filter (j, = 0.0625Hz) is placed at this 

lA of the sample rate frequency, which is exactly where the identical responses of 

the detection filters skirts converge. 
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Figure 3-8 Symmetrical detection filters 

0.075 

To express the frequencies of the detection filters using the same frequency scale as 

the tracking filter, the sub-sample rate becomes fsub = fs . 
4 

From equation (2-12) the detection filter coefficients are given as: 

Low Filter 
....................... (3-4) 

High Filter CH =-CL 

A system has been designed using two sample rates. The tracking filter is, as usual, 

sampled at 16 samples/symbol, thereby minimising residual jitter in the recovered 
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clock, while the detection filters are sampled at fs to provide symmetrical 
4 

frequency and magnitude responses, as plotted in Figure 3-8. 

From equation (2-5) the transfer function of the detection filters become: 

Low Filter 

High Filter 

(3-5) 

(3-6) 

The detection filters have identical bandwidths, and automatically adjust for a 

different Q, given by: 

Low Filter 

High Filter 

1C jL 
f , 

Q = 4 
L 1-..JK: 

1C jH 
f s 

Q = 4 
H 1-/K: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .... (3-7) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ... (3-8) 

where the second coefficient KL = KH controls the filter bandwidths. The Q of the 

detection filters is lower than that of the tracking filter, so as to provide a wide 

detection range. Hence, the detection filters are provided with gain to provide a 

similar magnitude to that of the tracking filter, as plotted in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-9 Repeat spectrum of detection filters 
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Figure 3-9 shows the frequency response of the tracking filter up to the Nyquist 

frequency (j = 0.5 ). The response of the detection filters repeat around multiples of 

!sub· Given that f sub = f s andfs = l , then the spectrum repeats at 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, etc. 
4 

The required response, centred at 0.0625Hz (around OHz), repeats around 0.25Hz at 

0.25 + 0.0625 = 0.3125Hz, the negative frequency image of which occurs at 

0.25- 0.0625 = 0.1875Hz. Similarly, the spectrum repeats again at 0.5Hz, the 

negative frequency image of which can be seen at 0.5 - 0.0625 = 0.4375Hz. 

The tracking filter response does not repeat around these frequencies, since it is 

sampled at Is = 1. If the applied input signal comprises of rectangular pulses, then 

odd harmonics falling within the repeat spectra will alias back into the detection 

system, corrupting the error control signal. For this reason, rectangular pulses are 
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low-pass filtered to remove odd harmonics, before application to the detection 

system. 

With reference to Figure 3-7, an observation worth noting is that a fixed filter 

placed at 0.25 Is has a coefficient C = 0. For this special case, the filter architecture 

can be simplified as shown in Figure 3-10 . 

.------ y ( n) 

x(n) 
-2 

~---~ z ,___., 

-K-

Figure 3-10 Simplified filter architecture 

From equation (2-5) and with coefficient C = 0, the transfer function becomes: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... (3-9) 

The sample rate of the filter is Is = 4 fc and may be adjusted to tune the filter to the 

desired centre frequency. However, a sample rate of just 4 samples/cycle makes 

reconstruction of an analogue signal more difficult. For clock recovery applications 

it is desirable to maintain a large number of samples/symbol to reduce jitter in the 

recovered clock, therefore this architecture has not been adopted. 

This simplified filter architecture results in the reduction of silicon utilisation within 

an FPGA or ASIC design and may be of benefit for bandpass filter applications. 
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3.1.3. Tracking control - Sine Input 

The modulus output from the llR detection filters are envelope detected and 

subtracted to produce an error control signal, which is proportional to the frequency 

offset. The error signal can then be applied to a function, or a look-up table, to 

determine the necessary parameters to re-tune the tracking filter to the correct input 

frequency. 

The modulus of the detection filter's output is obtained by inverting negative value 

samples. This is a simple matter of inverting the MSB (Most Significant Bit), the 

sign bit in 2's complement. Averaging over a block of samples then filters the 

resulting positive cycles, producing a de error control signal. For a periodic input, 

the averaging need only be over 4 symbols, but for data the block size must be 

increased, to average amplitude variations due to data run lengths. For symbols with 

a maximum run length of 7 (RLL 7), the averaging block is increased to 32 symbols, 

although this can be reduced, for codes with shorter run lengths. 

To determine an error signal calibration curve, a series of si mutations have been 

performed to measure the error signal relative to frequency offset. Initially, results 

are obtained for a sinusoidal input over the tracking range ±10%, using detection 

filters with a Q=lOO (Coefficient K = 31
/ 32). Due to the symmetrical detection filters , 

identical readings are obtained for both positive and negative offsets, except for a 

change in the sign, indicating the direction of the frequency offset. 
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The simulated error calibration curve is plotted in Figure 3-11, where en is given by: 

en=±(0,373, 764, 1207,1742,2416,3370,4818,7352,12189, 17617) 

For convenience the horizontal scale is converted to percentage frequency offset, 

over the tracking range n = ±10%. 
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Figure 3-11 Error calibration over ±10% frequency offset 

A function En is then determined to fit the simulated results, given by: 

E = l7000 · sinh(0.4·n) 
n sinh(4) 

(3-1 0) 

Figure 3-11 shows this function overlaid onto the simulated results. 

The error curve may be expressed as a function of frequency f. 

Given that the nominal centre frequency f e = 0.0625 and the tracking frequency step 

size isfs = 0.000625, then/= fe + nfs and n = f- f c . 
fs 

Substituting for n into equation (3-1 0) yields: 

sinh 0.4 · f - f c 

E(J)= 17000 · . ( (
6 

smh 4 
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The error calibration curve is then plotted in terms of normalised frequency, as 

shown in Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-12 Error calibration as a function of frequency 

It is now required to determine functions to express the Coefficient (C) and Gain 

(A) as a function of the error control signal (E). These functions are applied to the 

tracking filter to re-tune the centre frequency to that of the input signal, and to apply 

the appropriate gain compensation to maintain a constant amplitude. 

Rearranging equation (3-11) in terms off: 

sinh 0.4· f- f c 

E(f) = 17000 . ( r'i 
smh 4 

sinh(0.4 · f- f c J= sinh(4)· E 
/ 8 17000 

04 f - f c . h( sinh(4) · E) . · =asm 
/ 8 17000 

f / 8 . h(sinh(4) · E) f =-·asm + 
0.4 17000 c 

(3-12) 
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From equation (2-12), Coefficient C becomes: 

(3-13) 

wherejis the tracking frequency over the range 0.05625 to 0.06875Hz (±10%) and 

f c is the nominal centre frequency (zero offset). 

Substituting for f into equation (3-13) yields: 

f sinh(4)· E 
-

6 
· asinh + f c 

r;; 0 4 17000 C(E)=vK ·2cos 2rr-· ---"------'---
f s 

C(E)=../K ·2cos[2rr(5
f o asinh( sinh(

4)·EJ+ f c J~ 
2fs 17000 f s ~ 

The resulting function is plotted in Figure 3-13. 
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Figure 3-13 Coefficient vs. Error signal 
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A function must now be determined for the gain control. 

Equation (3-3) expresses the gain control as a function of frequency: 

A(J) = (100. f c) -13 
(100 · /)-13 

Given that the nominal centre frequency f c = 0.0625 then: 

A(f) = (100 · 0.0625) -13 
(100· /) - 13 

A(J) _ -6.75 
(100. f) -13 

Substituting equation (3-12) for f yields: 

A(E) = -6.75 

100 · (h_ · a sinh(sinh(
4 )·E)+ f . )-13 

0.4 17000 ( 

. . ..... ... . .. (3-15) 

The resulting function is plotted in Figure 3-14. 
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Figure 3-14 Gain control vs. Error signal 
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The functions for the coefficient and gain given by equations (3-14) and (3-15) can 

be applied to the adaptive clock recovery filter to track input frequency offsets. 

In a practical system, DSP processors do not contain trigonometric functions and 

therefore, the coefficient and gain must be applied by means of a look-up table. 

The clock recovery filter can withstand a ±1 o/o frequency offset, before the need to 

update the centre frequency. Therefore the error control signal is applied to a look

up table, divided into frequency bins with a 1 o/o spacing. This is achieved by means 

of window comparators over the frequency range of ±10%. The tracking filter is 

therefore updated at 1 o/o frequency increments, providing frequency hysteresis, 

thereby minimising short-term tracking variations due to noise. 

The phase response of the IIR filter as shown in Figure 2-11, is relative to the 

frequency offset of the input signal. Due to the recursive nature of the IIR filter, 

short-term phase variations are averaged, minimising jitter in the recovered clock. 

While the filter is adapting to the input frequency, the phase of the recovered clock 

lags the input signal by a few samples for negative offsets, and leads for positive 

frequency offsets. When the tracking filter has fully adapted the phase of the 

recovered clock matches that of the input signal. At 16 samples/cycle these phase 

variations can be accommodated, however care must be taken to re-sample data at 

the centre of the data eye. 
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3.1.3.1. Test simulations - Sine Input 

The adaptive system has been simulated, initially with a sinusoidal input, as shown 

in the illustration of Figure 3-15. 

Signal 
Generator Tracking 

Filter 

")(_., 
r--r----------1 ~ 

Bin# Frequency 
Estimator 1----~oo~ 

")(_., 

Look-up 
Table 

Figure 3-15 Overview of adaptive filter test model 

CLOCK 

The frequency estimator provides a bin number flag, indicating the currently 

applied frequency offset control (0 to ±1 0). The bin number is then used as a pointer 

in the look-up table to apply the appropriate coefficients and gain parameters to the 

tracking filter. When the system has fully adapted the bin number flag is stable and 

corresponds to the percentage offset from the nominal centre frequency. 

Hence, the bin number flag is a converted quantized version of the error control 

signal and provides a convenient test point to measure system acquisition and 

tracking performance. 

The simulation model, together with full simulation results for drifting frequency 

offsets, are included in Appendix 7. 
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Figure 3-16 provides an example simulation, indicating the tracking filter adapting 

to a +5% frequency offset. An off- tune fixed filter ifc =zero offset) has a low 

amplitude falling to zero, while the amplitude of the adaptive filter steadily grows, 

as its centre frequency is progressively re-tuned, by means of the error control 

signal. The tracking filter takes just 7 input cycles to adapt to the input frequency, 

however the recovered clock is asserted within a single input cycle, indicating rapid 

clock acquisition. 

Figure 3-16 Tracking filter simulation- sinusoidal input 

Figure 3-17 summarises a collection of simulation data to demonstrate the number 

of cycles taken for the tracking filter to adapt to an input frequency offset. 

Successful acquisition is rapidly achieved to within 1% of the input frequency, but 

the final 1% fine-tuning can take much longer as the frequency offset is increased. 

For a ±10% frequency offset, acquisition to 1% is achieved within 27 input cycles. 

However, due to averaging within the detection system, the final fine-tuning can 

take a further 43 cycles. 
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Figure 3-17 Acquisition performance for a periodic input 

Since the tracking filter can tolerate a ±1% frequency offset, the final 1% fine-

tuning is of little consequence to clock acquisition performance. The simulation of 

Figure 3-18 shows a filter pre-tuned to a 5% frequency offset, and then de-tuned by 

±1 %. Although there is a reduction in amplitude, the filter output is still strong, 

confirming tolerance to a ±1% frequency offset. 

Adaptive Filter 

Bin t 

Figure 3-18 Tolerance to ±1% frequency offset 

If the adaptive control is enabled, then the filter will track these frequency offsets 

and the amplitude will return to full strength. 
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3.1.4. Tracking control - Data input 

The error calibration curve for a sinusoidal input demonstrates a smooth exponential 

error control signal, relative to an input frequency offset. For clock recovery 

applications, the retrieved signal comprise of non-periodic rectangular pulses and 

this gives rise to a number of problems. 

Rectangular pulses contain odd harmonics, which alias back into the detection 

system and distorts the calibration of the error control signal. 
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Figure 3-19 Error control for a signal generator input 

The graph shown in Figure 3-19 is a collection of simulation data, demonstrating 

the effect of aliased harmonics from a square-wave input, corrupting the error 

control signal. This can be reduced by means of a simple 9-tap FIR low pass filter, 

to filter harmonics of the retrieved symbols, prior to application to the detection 

system, as shown Figure 3-20. 
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Figure 3-20 Adaptive filter for use with rectangular pulses 

CLOCK 

Figure 3-21 provides an FFT analysis, showing the frequency response of the pre-

filter, containing a normalised -3dB cut-off frequency of 0.1 Hz. 

The coefficients for this filter are: 

b(O) = 0.0050699, b(l) = 0.029358, b(2) = 0.11074, b(3) = 0.21934, b(4) = 0.27097, 

b(5) = b(3), b(6) = b(2), b(7) = b(l), b(8) = b(O). 
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Figure 3-21 Pre-filter frequency response 
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The 3rd harmonic at 0.1875Hz is at - 13dB and subsequent odd harmonics are below 

-40dB. A sharper cut-off frequency could be used to reduce further the 3rd 

harmonic, however care should be taken not to introduce ISI, which would result in 

closing of the data eye. 
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The simulated data of Figure 3-22 shows that the pre-filtered error control signal, 

for a square-wave input, closely approximates that of a sinusoidal input. Hence, the 

odd harmonics are suppressed and the integrity of the error control signal is 

restored. 
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Figure 3-22 Error control signal with a pre-filter 

The pre-filter has the added benefit of noise suppression and may also be used for 

input to the tracking filter, thereby reducing jitter in the recovered clock. 

The eye diagram simulation of Figure 3-23 shows a large amount of gaussian noise 

applied to Manchester encoded data and the resulting eye diagram after passing 

through the pre-filter. It can be seen that the filtered eye is opened, reducing the 

probability of the recovered clock sampling errors due to noise. 

In many applications, a matched input filter already exists for noise suppression 

purposes. Therefore, as long as the output signal from the matched filter is not 

converted to rectangular pulses, the filtered signal may be suitable for direct 

application to the adaptive clock recovery system, without the need for an additional 

pre-filter. 
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Eye Diagran of Manchester Data vitb noise added (0.3 variance) 

Figure 3-23 Eye diagram pre-filtered 

The corresponding acquisition performance of the system is shown in Figure 3-24, 

demonstrating that the tracking system performs well, even in the presence of noise. 
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Figure 3-24 Acquisition performance with additive noise 
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Another problem introduced with data input is that encoded symbols are non-

periodic. The run lengths produce amplitude variations at the output of the detection 

filters, which require greater averaging than for a periodic input. For data with a 

maximum run length of 7, the averaging block is increased to 32 symbols. Also, the 

greater the run length then the lower the averaged amplitude from the detection 

filters . Hence, the small amplitude signals from the detection fi lters become lost in 

noise, and cease to provide a meaningful error control signal. To overcome this 

problem the spacing of the detection filters are reduced proportionally. For 

Manchester data (containing a high clock content), the detection filters can continue 

to be placed at ±10% offsets, while for RLL3 and RLL7 encoded symbols the 

tracking range is reduced to ±7.5% and ±5% respectively, as plotted in Figure 3-25. 
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Reducing the detection filter spacing provides a wider bandwidth overlap at the 

nominal centre frequency, and hence the input signal falls further into the 

bandwidth of the detection filters. If the average amplitude from the detection filters 

fall, due to encoded run lengths, then there is still sufficient signal strength so as to 

produce a reliable error control signal. 

Changing the detection filter spacing also changes the error calibration, since for a 

given offset, the input signal is further in-band for a 5% spacing than for 10% 

spacing, resulting in an increased output amplitude. However, the run length of the 

encoded symbols also affects the amplitude of the detection filter outputs. 

Therefore, both the detection filter spacing and the encoded run length influence the 

error control signal. A corresponding error calibration is determined by simulation 

and the results are input into a look-up table for controlling the tracking filter. 
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Figure 3-26 Error control signal for ±5% offset 
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The error calibration curve shown in Figure 3-26 has the detection filter spacing 

reduced to ±5% and demonstrates the increasing error deviation, as the run length of 

the encoded symbols is increased. 

The error function of equation (3-1 0) is adjusted by means of variables a and x to 

achieve a fitted curve over the frequency range (n), to that of the simulated results. 

E = 17000. sinh(a. n) 
n sinh(a · x) 

(3-16) 

A modified error control function for RLL 7 data over a ±5% detection range, is 

plotted in Figure 3-27, where a= 0.48 and x = 6.5. The function is overlaid onto the 

simulation data to demonstrate the fitted curve. 
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Figure 3-27 Error calibration function for RLL 7 data 

Similar functions may be plotted for Manchester data (a= 0.48 and x = 5.5) and 

RLL3 data (a= 0.48 and x = 5.0). A table relating the error control signal to 

percentage frequency offset can be generated from equation (3-16), or by means of 

open loop simulations. 
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3.2. Simulations 

The adaptive clock recovery system has been simulated, using RLL data to analyse: 

+ Acquisition Performance. 

Simulation results have shown significant improvements over that of a basic PLL. 

A PLL with a normalised loop bandwidth of 0.0015Hz requires up to 625 

Manchester encoded symbols to acquire lock, over a ±2% acquisition range. 

Whereas the DSP-based system, adapts in just 34 cycles over a ±1 0% acquisition 

range. However, unlike a PLL, the recovered clock is acquired before the system 

has fully adapted. As for the fixed frequency filter, clock acquisition is achieved 

within a symbol period, from the first transition of the received symbols. 

+ Flywheel Performance 

A narrow bandwidth PLL is necessary to provide flywheel memory. A normalised 

PLL bandwidth of 0.0015Hz provides a short flywheel period, of 7 symbols. 

Whereas the DSP-based adaptive system demonstrates similar flywheel 

performance to that of the fixed frequency filter. Once the system has fully adapted 

the clock flywheels for more than 80 symbol periods. 

+ Tracking Performance 

For best results, the tracking range is reduced, depending upon the run length of the 

encoded symbols. For Manchester encoded data the tracking range can be up to 

±10%, while for encoded data with a run length of7, the tracking range is reduced 

to ±5%. Also, the tracking range has the same limits as the acquisition range. 
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3.2.1. Simulation model 

Several hierarchy custom blocks have been created, for simulation of the adaptive 

clock recovery algorithm. An overview of the simulation model is shown in Figure 

3-28. Full simulation models and results of the adaptive clock recovery algorithm 

can be seen in Appendix 7, key extracts of which are included in this chapter. 
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Timing 
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Figure 3-28 Overview of adaptive simulation model 
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Test simulations have revealed that many of SPWs standard library blocks are 

quantized to the nearest sample rate integer. For simulation of the fixed frequency 

clock recovery system, this is acceptable since 16 samples/symbol is used. However 

for the adaptive system, the symbol rate frequency deviates by up to ±10%, 

corresponding to 14.545 to 17.7777 samples/symbol, as indicated in Table 3-1. 

Therefore, the simulation model must operate at non-integer sample rates. For this 

reason SPWs standard random generator and encoders cannot be used. Instead, a 

special RLL Data Generator block has been created, which can be adjusted to 

provide either Manchester encoded data or PRBS data of the required maximum run 

length (RLL3 and RLL7 are used). 
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For RLL 7 data, the data generator has provision for applying a short phase-reversal 

preamble at the start of a data burst, to aid clock acquisition. 

To evaluate clock flywheel performance, the data generator output is subjected to a 

dropout, by holding the data for 80 symbol periods. For evaluation of acquisition 

and dropout performance, the data generator is clocked with a fixed frequency 

signal generator, pre-set to the desired frequency offset. 

In order to simulate a drifting symbol rate frequency, the data generator is 

alternatively clocked from a VCO with a ramp control voltage, such that the VCO 

output is linearly frequency modulated across the entire tracking range. The 

frequency modulation can be initially inhibited, to allow full acquisition of the 

adaptive clock recovery system, before frequency tracking is applied. A "Delay and 

Multiply" timing conditioner is used to generate a symbol timing frequency 

component, which is then applied to the clock recovery system. A fixed frequency 

filter is also provided, in order that the benefits of the tracking system can be 

compared. The symbol timing frequency component is provided with gain to 

compensate for the lower Q of the detection filters, and then low-pass filtered to 

remove odd harmonics. The pre-filtered signal is applied to the frequency detector, 

which derives a frequency offset error signal. The error signal is translated to 

frequency offset bins by a custom adaptive control block, which applies the 

appropriate gain and coefficient to the adaptive filter, as tabulated in Table 3-1 . 
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The calibration of the adaptive control block is specific to both detection filter 

spacing and the coding scheme. 

Calibration data for Manchester, RLL3 and RLL7 (maximum run length) codes, 

relative to ±10%, ±7 .5% and ±5% tracking ranges, are tabulated in Appendix 7. 

% Offset Symbol Rate Samples/ Coef Gain 
Bin# Hz Symbol c A 

+10 0.068750 14.5450 1.812735 1.10204 

+9 0.068125 14.6788 1.816003 1.09090 

+8 0.067500 14.8148 1.819242 1.08000 

+7 0.066875 14.9523 1.822454 1.06931 

+6 0.066250 15.0943 1.825638 1.05882 

+5 0 .065625 15.2380 1.828793 1.04854 

+4 0 .065000 15.3846 1.831920 1.03846 

+3 0.064375 15.5339 1.835019 1.02857 

+2 0.063750 15.6862 1.838090 1.01886 

+1 0.063125 15.8415 1.844113 1.00934 

0 0.062500 16.0000 1.844146 1.00000 

-1 0.061875 16.1616 1.847132 0.99082 
-2 0.061250 16.3625 1.850089 0.98182 

-3 0.060625 16.4948 1.853017 0.97297 

-4 0.060000 16.6666 1.855917 0.96428 

-5 0.059375 16.8421 1.858788 0.95575 

-6 0.587500 17.0212 1.861631 0.94737 

-7 0.058125 17.2043 1.864445 0.93913 

-8 0.057500 17.3913 1.867230 0.93103 
-9 0.056875 17.5824 1.869986 0.92308 

-10 0.056250 17.7777 1.872714 0.91525 

Table 3-1 Simulation data look-up table 
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3.2.2. Simulation results 

Adaptive clock recovery performance has been evaluated using Manchester 

encoded data and pseudo random NRZ data with maximum run lengths of 3 (RLL3) 

and 7 (RLL 7), full simulation results of which are shown in Appendix 7. 

3.2.2.1. Acquisition performance. 

Simulations have been performed to measure the acquisition performance for an 

input signal with varying frequency offsets. The graph of Figure 3-29 is a collection 

of simulation data for the three test codes, demonstrating the number of symbols 

taken for the tracking filter to adapt to an offset input frequency. 

The further the input signal is offset from the nominal, then the longer the tracking 

filter takes to adapt to the new input frequency. It can also be seen that the filter 

requires more symbols to adapt for codes with longer run lengths. This is because 

there are less symbol transitions to excite the detection filters and hence, the de 

signal at the error detector takes longer to settle to a steady state. 
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Figure 3-29 Acquisition performance - ±5% tracking range 
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For a 5% frequency offset, the tracking filter adapts to its optimum within 21 

symbols for Manchester data, and 57 symbols for RLL7 encoded data. However, 

clock acquisition is achieved within a symbol period, since the tracking filter 

immediately rings at the frequency of the input symbols. 

Filter ( +-5% Tradcinq Barlge) 

Adaptive Filter 

Figure 3-30 Acquisition performance ±5% range - Manchester data 

The simulation of Figure 3-30 demonstrates the acquisition performance for 

Manchester encoded data. Initially, the filter is off-tune and the amplitude of the 

ringing is weak, but as long as the output of the filter does not decay to zero, then 

the hard limited output provides a continuous recovered clock. As the tracking filter 

adapts, the input frequency becomes increasingly within the filter bandwidth and 

the filter output subsequently grows in amplitude, reaching its maximum when the 
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filter has fully adapted to the new input frequency. The simulation of Figure 3-30 

demonstrates the benefits of an adaptive filter, compared to that of a fixed 

frequency fi lter. The fixed filter remains continuously off-tune and the low-level 

filter output falls to zero, resulting in loss of the recovered clock 

For RLL 7 encoded data, it is possible for the first symbols to be retrieved to contain 

a long run length, in which case there are few transitions to stimulate the clock 

recovery system. For this reason, a short preamble containing a few phase-reversal 

symbols should be applied to stimulate the filter ringing, sufficient to flywheel over 

worst case run lengths, as shown in the simulation of Figure 3-31. 
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Figure 3-31 Acquisition performance ±5% range - RLL 7 data with preamble 
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An acquisition range of ±5% is suitable for use with all three test codes, however, 

the range can be extended for use with codes of shorter run lengths. 

Manchester encoded data have been applied to the detection system with a ±10% 

acquisition range. With this wide detection filter spacing, the residual low-level odd 

harmonics from the pre-filter become apparent, resulting in slight distortion of the 

error control signal. The tracking filter adapts over the range, but becomes non-

symmetrical, due to low level harmonics aliasing into the detection system. 
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Figure 3-32 Acquisition performance- ±10% tracking range 

The graph of Figure 3-32 is a collection of simulation data to demonstrate 

acquisition performance over a tracking range of ±10%. A sinusoidal input is free 

from harmonics and provides a symmetrical acquisition response, about the nominal 

input frequency. However, the acquisition response to a periodic, but phase-reversal 

data input, is distorted due to the residual harmonics from rectangular pulses. The 

symbol run lengths of the Manchester encoded data produce an even weaker signal 

at the output of detection filters, making the signal more vulnerable to low level 
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harmonic distortion. The system is less susceptible to random noise, which is 

averaged by the llR filters and the envelope detectors, within the detection system. 

Adaptive Filter 

Figure 3-33 Acquisition performance ±10% range- Manchester data 

The simulation of Figure 3-33 demonstrates the acquisition performance for 

Manchester encoded data with a + 10% frequency offset input. The hard limited 

output from the tracking filter, provides a recovered clock within a symbol period of 

the first retrieved symbol. The amplitude at the output of the tracking filter becomes 

increasingly stronger, as the filter adapts to the offset frequency, while in contrast 

the off-tune fixed filter keeps falling to zero amplitude. 
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3.2.2.2. Flywheel performance 

Once the filter has fully adapted to the frequency of the input symbols, the high-Q 

adaptive tracking filter exhibits similar flywheel performance to that of the fixed 

frequency clock recovery system, as discussed in Chapter 2. 

During a data dropout, the absence of symbol transitions to the frequency offset 

detector results in the error signal decaying to zero. Hence, the coefficients to the 

tracking filter are modified, such that the centre frequency is progressively adjusted 

towards the nominal frequency (offset= 0). As well as the clock recovery filter, the 

detection filters themselves exhibit a flywheel effect over missing transitions. This, 

combined with averaging within the envelope detectors, provide damping to the 

drift in the error control signal, thereby aiding the return to the optimum frequency, 

when the input signal is re-applied. If the dropout is too long a period, then the 

centre frequency of the tracking filter is returned to the nominal frequency position 

and the system must re-acquire when the input signal is restored. 

The simulation of Figure 3-34 shows the flywheel performance for Manchester 

encoded data when subjected to an 80-symbol dropout. The tracking filter has 

previously adapted to a + 10% frequency offset. The tracking filter has drifted off

tune from the input frequency by only 2%, and at the end of the dropout period the 

flywheel clock remains in-phase when input symbols are re-applied, as shown in the 

zoomed view of Figure 3-35. 
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Figure 3-34 Flywheel performance + 10% offset - Manchester data 
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Figure 3-35 Flywheel performance zoomed in - Manchester data 
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For comparison, the fixed frequency filter is also shown in Figure 3-34, where it can 

be seen that the fixed filter has failed to grow in amplitude, and subsequently 

provides little flywheel performance. 

Figure 3-36 shows the flywheel performance for random data with a run length =7, 

when subjected to an 80-symbol dropout. For RLL 7 data the tracking range is 

reduced to ±5%, and the tracking filter has adapted to a +5% frequency offset. 

liil 

Dropout = 80 sy.bol periods 

Fued Filter 

Filter (+-5\ TraclcUig Range) 

Adaptive filter 

Figure 3-36 Flywheel performance +5% offset - RLL 7 data 

In the absence of input symbols, the adaptive control (Bin #) slowly starts to drift 

towards zero offset, and the adaptive filter successfully flywheels over the dropout 

period. 
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On close examination of the tracking filter at the end of the dropout period, the 

phase of the flywheel clock remains coincident with the re-applied input symbol 

transitions, as demonstrated in the simulation of Figure 3-37. 
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Figure 3-37 Flywheel performance zoomed in - RLL 7 data 

If the input signal is completely killed, then the adaptive control (Bin#), takes 240 

symbols to decay to zero for Manchester data with a 10% offset, and 135 symbols 

for RLL7 data with a 5% offset. The recovered clock flywheels over these periods, 

however, the phase of the clock drifts from its optimum sampling point, at the 

centre of the data eye. 

In all cases the drift is less than half a symbol period, therefore assuming an 

optimum data detection window, zero cycle slips are achieved. However, to 

guarantee optimum sampling, the dropout period should be restricted to 80 symbol 

periods. Full simulation results can be viewed in Appendix 7. 
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3.2.2.3. Tracking performance 

The adaptive filter is capable of tracking over the entire acquisition range. As 

previously described, the maximum tracking range is limited relative to the run 

length of the coding scheme. For Manchester encoded data the tracking range is 

±10%, while for data with a run length of 7 the tracking range is reduced to ±5%. 

In order to simulate a drifting symbol rate frequency, the data generator is clocked 

from a VCO with a ramp control voltage, such that the VCO output is linearly 

frequency modulated across the entire tracking range. 

~ Error Signal from 

Figure 3-38 Tracking performance ±10% range- Sine input 

The simulation of Figure 3-38 shows a sinusoidal signal whose frequency is drifting 

at a rate of 10% per sample. The drifting frequency signal is applied to the adaptive 

filter to monitor the tracking performance. The error signal (s2), at the output of the 
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frequency-offset detector, is identical to the theoretical error calibration response, 

shown in Figure 3-11. The output of the adaptive control block (s3), shows the 

quantized bin numbers tracking the frequency drift, successfully following the VCO 

control signal. The tracking signal is delayed from the VCO control signal by 27 

cycles, due to delay elements within the simulation model. The adaptive control 

tracks the change in the input frequency, updating the coefficients and gain to the 

tracking filter. Closely comparing the frequency and phase of the adaptive filter 

output, with that of the drifting input confirms that the filter is successfully tracking 

the input signal. If the input frequency becomes stable anywhere within the tracking 

range, then the filter grows to its maximum amplitude. 

During tracking, the phase of the recursive feedback within the filter lags the input 

by 2 or 3 samples for a negative tracking direction, and leads for a positive 

direction. If the frequency drift abruptly changes direction, the output of the 

tracking filter sharply drops in amplitude, while the recursive feedback adjusts to 

the change in direction of the input phase. However, close examination shows that 

the amplitude of the filter is sufficient to maintain a recovered clock, and the filter 

quickly re-adapts to full amplitude, as shown in Figure 3-39. The abrupt change in 

tracking direction is averaged by the detection system, producing an apparent short

term stability in frequency, at bins ±1 0. This results in the filter output peaking in 

amplitude, just before a sharp drop, due the change in phase direction, as shown in 

Figure 3-38. 
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Figure 3-39 Abrupt change in tracking direction - Sine input 

Similar tracking performance for data inputs may be observed, from the full 

simulation results presented in Appendix 7. The sample simulation of Figure 3-40 

demonstrates the tracking performance for RLL 7 data, with frequency drifting over 

the entire ±5% acquisition range. 
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Figure 3-40 Tracking performance ±5% range - RLL 7 data 
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The envelope of the tracking filter output (s4) tends to be more ragged, than that of 

a periodic input, due to the filter output decaying over long run lengths of the 

encoded symbols. 

Zooming in at the worst-case filter output amplitude, when tracking abruptly 

changes direction, confirms that clock synchronisation is maintained, as shown in 

Figure 3-41. Phase variations of the recovered clock are only a few samples and 

assuming an optimum data detection window, then with a nominal16 

samples/symbol, zero cycle slips are achieved. 
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Figure 3-41 Abrupt change in tracking direction- RLL7 data 

Similar results for Manchester encoded data (±5%, ±7.5%, ±10% ranges) and RLL3 

data (±5%, ±7.5% ranges) can be viewed in Appendix 7. 
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Chapter 4 

4. OFFT -based clock recovery 

The results in Chapter 3 show that frequency estimation in an adaptive clock 

recovery system can be implemented using an iterative algorithm, based upon two 

symmetrical IIR detection filters. This approach achieves rapid clock acquisition, 

but is only capable of acquisition over a limited frequency offset range. 

In DSP, a common method of estimating frequency from a time domain signal is 

the FFf (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm. Figure 4-1 shows the concept of an 

adaptive clock recovery system, using an FFf to estimate the symbol rate 

frequency. The power spectrum output of the FFf is threshold detected, and the 

frequency bin with the greatest power corresponds to the unknown symbol rate. The 

returned frequency bin number is then used in a look-up table to apply new 

coefficients, to move the centre frequency of the adaptive filter to the correct 

symbol rate. 
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Peak Power 
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Figure 4-1 Concept of FFT-based adaptive clock recovery 
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A disadvantage of an FFf approach is that a block of samples must be processed, 

before a frequency estimate is obtained. This clearly limits clock acquisition 

performance for burst mode applications (necessitating a long preamble), but does 

have the advantage that large symbol rate offsets (from approximately de to the 

Nyquist rate) can be estimated. This is useful for recovery of data where the symbol 

rate is not known, or applications where a large but constant symbol rate frequency 

offset exist. 

liil STAHDARD FFT (Frequency Error • 0 l 0.] 
I 

lil STAHDARD FFT (Frequenc y Error • 1/4 bin) 0.] 
J 

lil STAHDABD FFT (Frequency Error • 1/2 b~n) o.] 
.11. 

Id STAHDABD FFT (Frequency Error • 3/4 bin) 0.] 
J 

Figure 4-2 Power spectrum for standard FFT 

Another problem estimating a frequency, based upon power threshold detection, is 

when a frequency offset exist, such that the power is shared equally between 

adjacent bins, as shown in the simulation of Figure 4-2. For this worst case (3rd 

trace), the power threshold must be reduced, and this increases the probability of 

false detection triggered by noise. Fortunately, the OFFf (Offset Fast Fourier 

Transform) algorithm [114] successfully overcomes this problem. 
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4.1. The OFFT algorithm 

The FFf algorithm is an efficient method of evaluating the DFf (Discrete Fourier 

Transform). Appendix 8 contains the derivation of the FFf from a DFf using the 

DIT (Decimation in Time) method [115]. The FFf produces a frequency 

representation of the symbol-timing component and provides a convenient means of 

detecting and estimating the symbol rate frequency. However, when the signal 

power is shared equally between adjacent bins, the threshold must be reduced and 

this can result in false detection, particularly at low signal to noise ratios. The OFFf 

provides superior signal detection performance to that of a standard FFf, by 

introducing an asymmetric frequency response around the Nyquist frequency. 

Equations for the DFf and the modified Offset DFf are given below. 

N-J 

DFf X(k)= L Xn 'w: 
n=O 

.. .. .. .. .. .. (4-1) 

N-J 

Offset DFf X(k+c)= L Xn · W~k+c)n 
n=O 

........... . (4-2) 

where k = 0,1,2,. .... , N-1 and WN = e-j
2

TriN 

The offset DFf is identical to the standard DFf, with the exception of an offset 

added to the twiddle factor, WN. Therefore, a standard algorithm can be used for 

both the FFf and the OFFf, since only the twiddle factors change. However, it 

should be noted that an FFf often optimises the DFf for DSP implementation, by 

simplifying the coefficients (twiddle factors) to ±land ±j. 
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For the OFFf, the addition of the offset invalidates this optimisation. Hence, a 

complete set of coefficients should be pre-calculated and stored as a look-up table in 

memory, for fast coefficient multiplication. 

If the offset c = 0.25 of a frequency bin, then for positive frequencies (de to the 

Nyquist rate), the spectrum will be offset by IA of a frequency bin compared to that 

of the standard DFT. The negative frequency below de is therefore offset by ¥I of a 

frequency bin. The spectrum about de repeats around the sample rate, and the 

negative frequency with ¥I of a bin offset re-appears between the Nyquist rate and 

the sample rate, as shown in Figure 4-3. 

Power 

threshold 

Nyquist 
Rate 

I 

- ---- --------------L---- ---- -- ---

-fc 

3/4 Offset 

de 

Sym bol 
Rale 

+fc 

1/4 Offset 

fs/2 

3/4 Offset 

-fc 

Figure 4-3 Spectrum of the OFFT 

Repeat 
Spectra 

fs +fc Freq 

1/4 Offset 

If the frequency offset of the symbol rate falls between frequency bins, then the 

power is shared equally between adjacent bins, and the threshold fails to detect the 

symbol-rate frequency component. However, with the asymmetry of the OFFT 

spectrum, a large frequency component appears at the negative frequency about the 
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sample rate, which is successfully threshold detected. Similarly, if the frequency 

offset of the symbol rate is such that the power is shared equally between adjacent 

bins at the negative frequency of the repeat spectra, then a frequency component 

will peak at the positive frequency above de. Hence, a see-saw affect is achieved, 

where the frequency is detected either above or below the Nyquist frequency. 

liil STANDARD FFr (Frequency Error • 0 I 
0.25-

0 

liil STANDARD FfT (Frequency Error • 1/4 bin) 
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0 
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IU STANDARD FfT (Frequency Error • 3/4 bin) 
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Figure 4-4 Simulation of FFT with frequency offsets 
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Figure 4-5 Simulation of OFFT with frequency offsets 
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The simulations shown in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 are for a 1024-points, 

representing a frequency from de to the sample rate. In each case, frequency error 

steps are introduced, equivalent to 1A of a frequency bin. The worst-case response 

for the FFf, is shown in trace 3 of Figure 4-4, where the frequency error is such that 

the power is shared equally between adjacent bins, both above and below the 

Nyquist rate (N/2). Hence, for a power threshold set near the peak power, these 

signals would fail to be detected. Whereas, for the OFFf shown in Figure 4-5, a 

large spectral component exists either above or below the Nyquist rate, due to the 

asymmetric frequency response. 

Once the OFFT bin number corresponding to the maximum power is detected, a test 

is performed to determine the absolute frequency of the symbol rate (fc). 

If kmax < (N/2)-1 

kmax > (N/2)-1 

then lest/ = (kmax + 0.25) · .fs!N 

then fest2 = (N- kmax- 0.25) · fs /N 

Hz (4-3) 

Hz (4-4) 

Where kmax is the threshold detected maximum power, N is the number of points in 

the OFFT andfs is the sample rate. This provides a maximum residual frequency 

error of 1A of a bin lferror= 0.25 xfs / N), compared to '12 a bin for a standard FFf. 

Closer inspection of the residual frequency error is shown in Figure 4-6, where 

maximum errors occur, when the input frequency is offset by zero and half a bin 

(top and 3rd trace). For zero frequency offset, the OFFT power threshold achieves 

two hits, one below and another above the Nyquist rate, producing residual errors of 

+0.25bin and -0.25 bin respectively. 
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Figure 4-6 OFFT residual frequency errors 

Similarly, when the input frequency is offset by Y2 bin (trace 3), again two threshold 

hits are achieved, but this time the sign of the errors are reversed. Hence, when two 

power threshold hits are detected, one above and another below the Nyquist rate, the 

residual frequency error can be resolved by taking the average of the two. 

If 

kmax < (N/2)-1 

and 
kmax > (N/2)-1 

then f = f est( + f est2 
est3 2 

Hz 
(4-5) 

The overall maximum residual frequency error is now reduced to just 1/8 of a 

frequency bin, given by: 

f _}_ X f s 
error - S N (4-6) 

and occurs when the input frequency is offset by 118, 3/8, 5/8 and 7/8 bin 

(i .e. 0.0 ±118 and 0.5±118). 
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The returned frequency estimate is then used to determine the required coefficient 

and gain to reposition the clock recovery filter to the correct symbol rate frequency, 

given by equations (2-12) and (3-3). 

Since DSP processors do not contain trigonometric functions, a practical system 

requires the coefficients and gain to be pre-calculated for each of the OFFf bin 

values, and stored as a look-up table in memory. 

The resolution, expressed as a percentage relative to the nominal symbol rate, is 

given by: 

frtsolution = (!nom + f uror . 1 ooJ-1 00 % 
fnom 

(4-7) 

For 16 samples/symbol, a 1024-point OFFf gives a resolution of 0.2%, which 

provides an accurate frequency estimate, used to reposition the adaptive filter. 

Given that an IIR clock recovery filter with a Q = 100 can tolerate a ±1% frequency 

offset, then a 512-point OFFf with a resolution of 0.4%, provides sufficient 

accuracy to reposition the adaptive filter. Hence, 32 symbols must be processed 

before a frequency estimate is obtained. In practice, twice this amount is required at 

the start of a burst, in order to guarantee a full OFFf buffer of symbols for 

processing. For burst mode applications, this may result in an unacceptably long 

synchronising preamble. However, once a frequency estimate is obtained, the clock 

recovery filter is immediately re-positioned (snapped) to the correct symbol rate 

frequency, and the benefit of rapid clock acquisition of a high-Q IIR filter is 

realised, as described in Chapter 2. 
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4.2. Simulations 

The OFFf -based clock recovery system, has been simulated using RLL 7 data, to 

analyse signal detection and frequency correction. Results have shown that the 

OFFf provides approximately 50% greater peak power than that of an FFf for 

worst-case frequency offsets. As a result, the signal power threshold can be 

increased, reducing the probability of false signal detection. 

For simulation of the OFFf -based clock recovery system, several custom hierarchy 

blocks have been created. In particular, an OFFf block has been written in the C-

language, compiled and linked to a symbol, which has been used in top level 

simulation systems. An overview of the simulation model is shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Frequency 
lo 
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Figure 4-7 Overview of OFFT simulation model 

The OFFf custom-coded block source code and the full simulation model are 

included in Appendix 9. The "Frequency Estimate" block is implementing using 

equations (4-3) to (4-5), which is then used by the "Frequency to Coefficient" 

block, by implemented equations (2-12) and (3-3), to determine the coefficient and 

gain for input to the adaptive filter. PRBS data generates a de spectral component, 

therefore a guard band of 10 samples is provided, to prevent false power detection 
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triggered by de. For data, harmonics are introduced and the noise floor increases 

due to modulation of the encoded run lengths, as shown in Figure 4-8. 

O!'F'T for RLL7 Data (Frequancy Error = 3/4 bin) 

J 

Figure 4-8 Simulation of OFFT with RLL 7 data - zoomed in 

With the reduced signal to noise ratio, it is apparent that reducing the power 

threshold would increase the probability of false signal detection. However, as 

previously established, the asymmetry of the OFFf allows a power threshold to be 

set well above the noise, and the signal is detected at the repeat spectra above the 

Nyquist rate, as shown in Figure 4-9. 

OFFT for RLL7 Data (Frequency Error = 3/4 bin) 

I 

Figure 4-9 Simulation of 1024-point OFFT with RLL 7 data 

The simulation of Figure 4-10 shows the full OFFr-based clock recovery for RLL7 

data, with a symbol rate offset of +20% (fc = 0.075Hz). Bin number 947 is peak 

power detected, which is translated to a frequency estimate of 0.07495117Hz. 

On completion of processing the OFFf, the frequency estimate is translated to 

coefficient (Coef C = 1.778807) and gain (Gain= 1.226184) parameters, which are 

applied to the IIR filter. At this point, the filter is enabled and clock acquisition is 

almost instantaneous. Since the filter is re-positioned (snapped) to the centre 
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frequency of the input symbols, and also optimised for gain, the ringing of the filter 

rapidly grows to full amplitude, thereby maximising clock flywheel performance. 
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Figure 4-10 Simulation of clock recovery using OFFT 
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4.3. Test apparatus 

The OFFf has been successfully implemented in real-time, utilising two 

TMS320C50 (80MHz) fixed-point DSP processors [43]. The author has designed 

and constructed a custom dual-processor DSP board, a block diagram of which is 

shown in Figure 4.11. Hardware information, including schematic diagrams and 

memory maps, are included in Appendix 10. The OFFf DSP assembler source code 

is included in Appendix 9. 

Figure 4.11 Dual-processor DSP hardware- Block diagram 

The hardware consist of an 8-layer, extended Eurocard printed circuit board, based 

around two TMS320C50 fixed point DSP processors, jointly providing more than 

80 MIPS (million instructions per second). A photograph of the board is shown in 

Figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-12 Dual-processor DSP board 

The board has been developed as a general-purpose platform for the implementation 

of computationally intensive DSP algorithms, with particular consideration to the 

implementation of an OFFI'. 

Each processor provides independent processing channels and can pass information 

between each other, either via a high-speed synchronous serial port or via dual-port 

Global RAM. Each channel has 32K x 16 of EPROM and 32K x 16 of expansion 

memory for both programme space and data space, this is in addition to the 

processors 9K of on-chip memory. 
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Channel-A contains a high-speed (500K samples/second) 12-bit ADC and DAC. To 

reduce interrupt latency, channel-A's analogue converters are buffered with 1K

deep FIFOs. Hence, channel-A has been designed for block processing such as in an 

OFFT. For continuous block processing, channel-B can also gain access to channel

A's input FIFO. Hence, an OFFT can be processed by one channel, while the other 

channel is processing input samples from the input FIFO and vice versa, thus 

operating in a change-over mode, such that no input samples are lost. 

Channel-B also has a high speed 12-bit ADC, but has no buffering, since it is 

intended for sample rate processing (such as filters). Channel-B contains a quad 12-

bit DAC providing four independent analogue outputs. These outputs are useful for 

displaying, on an oscilloscope, intermediate test points within the software 

algorithms. 

Both channels contain an RS232 serial interface and general-purpose Digital IO, 

LED's and DIL switches. A BIOS is programmed into the onboard EPROMs, to 

allow a remote dumb-terminal to control DSP software execution, or to display 

debug information. A standard IEEE 1149.1 (JTAG) emulator interface allows in

circuit software debugging [116]. Both channels have full bus expansion, brought 

out to ribbon cable connectors and the back plane connectors, allowing memory

mapped expansion. 
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The board has been designed in modular form, such that the processing power can 

be increased to more than 320MIPS, by plugging in additional cards. A maximum 

of 8 processors can communicate with each other, via a synchronous TDM (Time 

Division Multiplexing) serial port. 

Although the board was originally developed as a general purpose DSP platform, it 

has been subsequently integrated into a commercial satellite hub station receiver, 

for reception of Internet packets. This application is briefly described in Section 5.3. 

In this burst mode application, clock recovery is implemented as a fixed frequency 

IIR filter, as described in Chapter 2. An OFFf is also implemented, but for carrier 

frequency estimation and correction (demodulation). A satellite Y2 rate encoded 

BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keying) modulated signal is down converted to 64KHz 

IF (Intermediate Frequency), where it is sampled by channel-A's ADC at 256K 

samples/second. The two DSP processors perform 256-point OFFTs, and operate in 

flip-flop mode, thereby providing continuous block processing until the signal is 

detected and frequency corrected. The processors are then released from the OFFT 

algorithm, for implementing modem (includes the IIR filter clock recovery 

algorithm at 32Ksymbols/sec) and decoding algorithms [117]. 

For detailed information on this application, refer to the authors published paper, 

Appendix 11 {7} . 
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4.3.1. DSP software implementation 

DSP code is written in assembly language on a text editor, which is assembled, 

linked (with a link command file defining the hardware memory map) and then 

converted to Intel Hex, for programming the onboard EPROMs. Time critical DSP 

code is downloaded from EPROM to RAM, which is then executed at optimum 

processor speed (i.e. with zero wait states). The OFFf DSP assembler source code 

macro is included in Appendix 9. 
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Figure 4-13 OFFT implementation using flip-flop dual buffers 

A dual processor approach implementation of a real-time OFFf operating in a flip-

flop mode, doubles the execution speed compared to that of a single processor, 

thereby maximising the acceptable sample rate, as shown in Figure 4-13. 
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The flip-flop operation allows the processing time of each DSP processor to be 

staggered, such that one channel is processing the OFFf, while the other is reading 

in new input samples. Hence, continuous OFFfs are performed with no loss of 

samples. A 512-point OFFf is executed, in less than 1 ms. However, the time taken 

to calculate the power spectrum and threshold, extends the execution time to 

approximately 2ms, due to the overhead required for the processors to inter

communicate. 

A typical FFf implementation uses an "in-place" algorithm, where the input buffer 

is over-written by samples from each butterfly. In many applications, input samples 

must be retained since they contain data symbols, which require subsequent 

decoding. Therefore, input samples are stored to an input buffer and then copied to 

an in-place buffer, for processing the OFFf. Once the signal is detected and 

acquired, the symbols are accessed from the input buffers for post processing. The 

input buffers are contained in dual-port RAM, to allow symbols to be accessed by 

either processor. 

The FFf and OFFf algorithms are identical in structure, with the exception of the 

twiddle factors (coefficients). If an FFf is considered as an OFFf with zero offset, 

then a general algorithm can be constructed, which performs both the FFf and the 

OFFf, as illustrated in Figure 4-14. The twiddle factors are the same as for a 

standard FFf, with the exception of the added offset. 
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PASS 0 PASS 1 PASS 2 

xo X(O) 

X4 X (I) 

X2 X(2) 

X6 X(3) 

X] X(4) 

xs X(S) 

XJ X (6) 

X7 X (7) 

Figure 4-14 Flow diagram for an 8-point OFFT 

For anN-point OFFf, there are N-1 complex twiddle factors, containing values 

between 0 and 1. The TMS320C50 device is a fixed-point processor, therefore the 

twiddle values are converted into integer 2's complement format. The N-1 twiddle 

factors are stored into working memory, with real and imaginary values interleaved. 

Memory Address Twiddle Factor Pass 

0 W Ot4<: real 0 
w 0+4c 

imag 0 
2 w0+2c 

real 1 
3 w0+2c 

imag 1 
4 w 2+2c 

real 1 
5 w 2+2c. 

1mag 1 
6 O+c 

W real 2 
7 WO+cimag 2 
8 wl+c 

real 2 
9 w'+c imag 2 
10 W 2+c rea1 2 
11 w2+c 

imag 2 
12 w3+c 

real 2 
13 w 3+c 

imag 2 
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Indexing the twiddle factors using indirect addressing, is then a simple matter of 

setting a pointer to the correct address, at the beginning of each pass. 

A C++ programme has been written to automatically calculate and arrange the 

twiddle factors for an OFFf. The executable program requires the number of points 

and offset to be entered, and creates a text file (TWIDDLE.Ql5). The assembler 

source code then references a software call to the text file, for inclusion of the 

twiddle factors. Source code for the executable file (TWIDDLE.EXE) is included in 

Appendix 9. 

Samples from the ADC are stored sequentially into the input buffer and contain 

only real samples. The OFFf requires complex samples, where the imaginary 

samples are set to zero. Hence, the input (real) samples are copied into even 

memory locations of the in-place buffer, while the odd locations are set to zero. 

The complex samples stored into the in-place buffer, are shuffled during the 

processing of the OFFf, using bit reversed addressing, such that the output samples 

appear in natural order. Data shuffling is achieved with zero overhead on the 

TMS320C50, with the use of the INDX register and BRO+ (add index register with 

bit reverse carry) command. The interim results produced by the OFFf are scaled to 

prevent overflow and to maintain maximum dynamic range. Suitable scaling factors 

are 0.5 for each butterfly calculation, and 4 for the power spectrum output. 
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After the OFFT has been performed, the power spectrum is calculated and stored in 

the imaginary (odd) locations of the in-place OFFT buffer. 

Memory Address Input Buffer Output Buffer 

0 xo 0 
1 0 P(O) 

2 XJ 0 
3 0 P(1) 

4 X2 0 
5 0 P(2) 

6 XJ 0 
7 0 P(3) 

8 X4 0 
9 0 P(4) 

lO xs 0 
11 0 P(5) 

12 X6 0 
13 0 P(6) 

Since the imaginary input samples are set to zero, the source code has the first-pass 

butterfly macro optimised for speed, by reducing the number of complex 

multiplications. 

The last-pass butterfly macro is extended to calculate the power spectrum, with calls 

to subroutines to determine the peak power in each half of the spectrum. 

The OFFf assembler source code macro is included in Appendix 9. 
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4.3.2. Real-time testing 

The illustration of Figure 4-15 shows the OFFT real-time test arrangement. 

For diagnostic purposes it is desirable to view the power spectrum on an 

oscilloscope. This is achieved by writing the power output (real) samples to the 

output FIFO, which is then clocked out as a burst to the high speed DAC. 

Oscillosco e o[gD ooooo DDDOO 

I I 000 00 
0 DODO 
0 0 00 

DSP Board 

Figure 4-15 The OFFT test arrangement 

The photograph of Figure 4-16 shows the practical test system. The dual-processor 

DSP board is plugged into an integrated power supply unit and a dumb-terminal is 

connected, to allow remote operation and the display of debug information. 

Figure 4-16 Real-time OFFT test system 
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The photograph of Figure 4-17 shows the real-time power spectrum of the OFFf 

displayed on an oscilloscope, which is identical to the simulation results shown in 

Figure 4-5. 

Figure 4-17 Real-time OFFr power spectrum output 

The first sample written to the FIFO is of full-scale amplitude, so as to provide a 

pulse to trigger the oscilloscope time-base. As the frequency of the signal generator 

is varied, the asymmetric response of the OFFf can be viewed. The left-hand peak 

Uust visible) has all its power confined to one frequency bin, and is twice the 

amplitude to that of the right hand peak, whose power is shared between adjacent 

frequency bins. Hence, in this case, the left-hand peak (below the Nyquist rate) is 

detected, and the corresponding bin number is used to determine the frequency 

estimate. The returned bin number is then be used in a look-up table, to apply new 

coefficient and gain parameters to the clock recovery IIR filter. 
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Chapter 5 

5. Discussion of results 

This final chapter reviews the problems associated with conventional clock 

recovery schemes and briefly summarises the work carried out in this investigation, 

with conclusions and recommendations for further work. 

5.1. Background summary 

Conventional clock recovery architectures are summarised in Section 1.1 .7. 

A closed-loop clock recovery algorithm is usually employed, for systems that 

exhibit symbol rate drift. In order that phase and frequency variations may be 

tracked, many closed-loop algorithms are based upon the basic PLL. 

Analysis of the basic PLL in Appendix 1, together with PLL results presented in 

Appendix 2, demonstrate conflicting requirements. On the one hand, a wide loop 

bandwidth is required to aid rapid acquisition, but conversely a narrow loop 

bandwidth is necessary to reject noise and to provide flywheel memory, thereby 

retaining lock over symbol dropouts and encoded run lengths. Results have shown 

that whilst a basic PLL works well for a continuous and periodic input signal, 

performance for burst data applications is poor, both in terms of clock acquisition 

and flywheel performance. A narrow loop bandwidth restricts the acquisition range 

to less than ±1% and a training sequence of several hundred symbols is required to 
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achieve lock. Hence, for burst data, the basic loop is usually modified in a variety of 

forms, often containing several loops with dynamically controlled loop parameters, 

thereby aiding acquisition, tracking and flywheel performance. This inevitably leads 

to a complex system of loops, which can be difficult to implement and analyse. 

The most successful of these closed-loop systems is the Quadricorrelator, which 

extends the acquisition range to ±5% and reduces the training sequence to 

approximately 30 phase-reversal symbols. Nevertheless, this preamble reduces data 

access time and occupies capacity, which could otherwise be used for data. 

For systems that exhibit an accurate and stable symbol frequency, open-loop clock 

recovery algorithms are often employed. In general, open-loop algorithms 

demonstrate rapid clock acquisition and long clock flywheel periods, and are 

therefore desirable for burst data applications. 

The high-Q passive resonator provides good clock recovery performance, with the 

exception of tracking symbol rate drift, and is often used as a benchmark against 

which other systems are compared. Unfortunately, practical considerations make 

passive resonator systems expensive to implement. 
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The DSP-based clock recovery algorithms, described in this work, are based upon 

the concept of a high-Q "ringing" filter, which eliminates many of the practical 

problems associated with the implementation of a passive resonator. The use of 

DSP allows system parameters to be re-configured "on-the-fly", and this is 

exploited to provide an adaptive high-Q tracking filter. 

Results have shown that a DSP-based clock recovery algorithm provides rapid 

clock acquisition and long flywheel periods over encoded run lengths. This reduces 

the constraints currently imposed on recording codes, and could ultimately lead to 

new more efficient codes, providing increased storage capacity. 

In burst mode applications it is necessary to achieve both rapid clock acquisition 

and good clock flywheel performance during a data burst. However, in some 

communications systems, at the end of a data burst the flywheel performance is no 

longer desirable. It is often necessary to quench the clock synchroniser as quickly as 

possible, to allow acquisition to a new data burst. In analogue systems, quenching 

of the clock synchroniser is not instantaneous and hence, a guard band is provided 

between successive burst transmissions. 

A DSP-based clock recovery system has the advantage that registers can be 

immediately reset upon detecting the end of the burst thereby reducing the need for 

guard bands. 
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Due to the popularity of monolithic integrated circuits, many clock recovery circuits 

employ analogue techniques, which suffer from drift due to temperature change and 

ageing components. Digital solutions are often preferred over their analogue 

equivalents, since designs are usually more repeatable, reliable and robust. 

DSP is a powerful, flexible and cost-effective platform for the implementation of 

many hitherto analogue processes. Common DSP hardware can be programmed to 

implement other processes as well as clock recovery (such as filtering, 

demodulation, error correction and control), thereby providing an integrated system. 

The main problem of DSP processor-based systems is that algorithms are 

implemented sequentially in software (albeit very fast) and hence, a compromise 

must be met between the sample rate and the number of processor operations which 

can be performed within a sample period. Hence, DSP-based solutions tend to be 

used for low data rate systems. 

To obtain a speed advantage over DSP processors, digital algorithms may be 

alternatively implemented using parallel logic, programmed into an FPGA or 

fabricated into dedicated integrated circuits. FPGAs are now widely available with 

capacities in excess of 130,000 gates and at speeds of 150MHz [12]. 
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5.2. DSP-based clock recovery 

With improvements in digital techniques, clock recovery has been successfully 

implemented using DSP. Instead of applying a direct digital implementation to an 

analogue model, it is often more constructive to consider a new approach. 

This research investigates the use of DSP to implement novel clock recovery 

algorithms, all of which are based around the implementation of an IIR filter. 

Theoretical analysis, computer simulations and real-time DSP implementation have 

been used, to demonstrate the clock recovery features of a high-Q IIR "ringing" 

filter, which is exploited to provides rapid clock acquisition and long clock flywheel 

periods. 

Three algorithms have been investigated: 

+ A fixed frequency clock recovery system. 

• An adaptive tracking clock recovery system. 

• An adaptive OFFf-based clock recovery system. 

In addition, the IIR filter has been implemented within an FPGA and successfully 

incorporated into the clock recovery system of a commercial satellite receiver, 

utilising a data sub-carrier on an analogue FM TV broadcast. 
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5.2.1. Fixed frequency clock recovery system 

Of the three algorithms investigated, the fixed frequency clock recovery filter has 

proven to be the most successful in terms of practical applications. This algorithm 

has been successfully implemented into a number of commercial satellite data 

modem receivers, developed at the University of Plymouth. Since early publications 

by the author, the algorithm has been adopted by a number of readers, who 

reporting-back, have claimed success in its implementation and performance [118]. 

This fixed frequency algorithm is best suited for communication systems, which 

usually contain an accurate and stable symbol rate. Clock acquisition is achieved at 

the first transition of the retrieved symbols, although a short preamble of 6 phase

reversal symbols is desirable to stimulate the filter sufficiently, so as to combat 

noise and worst case symbol run lengths. The system can withstand a data loss of 80 

symbol periods, without losing clock synchronisation, while cascading filter 

sections can double this flywheel period. A filter Q of 100 is considered a good 

compromise, which provides good noise rejection, while still tolerating a symbol 

rate drift of ±1 %. Statistical simulation results have shown good jitter rejection 

properties, with a PDF of better than 89% at zero phase jitter, when subjected to a 

gaussian phase jitter distribution. 

The fixed frequency IIR filter, and its desirable clock recovery characteristics, form 

the basis of the adaptive algorithms investigated. 
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5.2.2. Adaptive tracking clock recovery system 

The adaptive tracking system is probably best suited for digital magnetic recording, 

which can suffer from short-term symbol rate drift. The algorithm uses an iterative 

approach (sample-by-sample basis) based upon two wide-bandwidth symmetrically 

placed IIR detection filters, which are used to derive a frequency offset error signal. 

The error signal is then used to calculate the appropriate coefficients, so as to 

reposition the centre frequency of the IIR clock recovery filter, to the frequency of 

the input symbols. Clock recovery performance is then similar to that of the fixed 

frequency filter system. 

In order to obtain identical mirror image detection filters, the detection system is 

sampled at 14 of the system sample rate, so as to take advantage of the cosine 

response of the IIR filter coefficient, which changes sign but is otherwise identical, 

at 14 of the sample rate. The tracking filter is placed nominally at the centre of the 

two detection filters. If the frequency of the retrieved symbols drifts from the 

nominal, towards one detection filter (and away from the other detection filter) then 

a higher output is achieved from the in-band detection filter. This imbalance in the 

detection filter outputs, produces an error signal, which is used to calculate new 

coefficients, so as to reposition the centre frequency and adjust the gain of the HR 

tracking filter. 

This algorithm is sensitive to change in system parameters, and of the three 

algorithms investigated is probably the least attractive to implement. The error 
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response is dependent upon the detection filter spacing and the encoded run length. 

Hence, a calibration curve or look-up table must be tailored to these system 

parameters. Simulation results have shown good tracking performance over the 

entire acquisition range, for a drifting symbol rate frequency. However, an abrupt 

change in the drift direction causes a corresponding reduction in the tracking filter 

amplitude, as the filter adapts to a change in phase direction. The reduction in 

amplitude does not fall to zero and continuity of the recovered clock is maintained. 

Results have shown that the algorithm works well for recording codes with a high 

clock content, providing an acquisition range of ±10%. However, for codes with 

long run lengths, the reduction in stimulus to the low-Q IIR detection filters 

necessitates a reduction in the acquisition range. For codes with a run length of 7, an 

acquisition and tracking range of ±5% was found to provide reliable results. This is 

comparable with that of a conventional Quadricorrelator clock recovery system. 

Whereas the Quadricorrelator requires a training sequence of 30 phase reversal 

symbols, the DSP-based algorithm generates a recovered clock at the first retrieved 

transition. However, a short preamble of 6 phase-reversal symbols is recommended 

to combat noise and worst-case symbol run lengths. For low noise applications, a 

wide bandwidth fixed filter may prove more desirable, due to its simpler 

implementation. For example a filter Q of 25 allows ±4% symbol rate drift, while 

cascading filter sections can offset the reduction in flywheel performance. 
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5.2.3. Adaptive OFFT -based clock recovery system 

The OFFf -based adaptive clock recovery system is best suited for applications that 

experience large symbol rate offsets. 

The asymmetric frequency response of the OFFf, around the Nyquist frequency, 

provides an advantage over a basic FFf for frequency estimation. The OFFf power 

output is threshold detected and the resulting frequency estimate used to determine 

new coefficients, so as to move the adaptive clock recovery filter to the correct 

symbol rate frequency. 

Unlike the tracking filter (which uses an iterative approach) the OFFf uses block 

processing, which compromises acquisition performance. However, the OFFf does 

have the advantage that large symbol rate offsets (almost de to the Nyquist rate) can 

be detected, hence this algorithm may be used to provide clock recovery where the 

symbol rate is not known. 

This work has refined the frequency estimate resolution, reducing the residual 

frequency error to just 1/ 8 of a frequency bin (compared to Y2 a bin for an FFf). For 

an adaptive clock recovery filter with a Q of 100, then a 512-point OFFf provides 

sufficient resolution to accurately reposition the adaptive filter. For a 512-point 

OFFf, a preamble of 64-symbols is required in order to determine the frequency 

estimate. The coefficients are then calculated and immediately applied to the 

adaptive filter, which is snapped to the correct symbol rate frequency. 
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Clock recovery performance is then identical to that of the fixed frequency filter 

system. The OFFf can then continue to monitor the symbol rate, providing 

frequency estimates every 32 symbols. Therefore, assuming that the symbol rate 

frequency has not drifted significantly during this 32-symbol period, then the 

adaptive filter is capable of tracking symbol rate-drift. 

This algorithm is computationally intensive, requiring (in the real-time test system) 

two processors operating in a flip-flop mode, to provide continuous frequency 

monitoring. 

For burst mode applications, it is unlikely that the symbol frequency will drift 

significantly over the duration of a short burst. Therefore, just a single frequency 

estimate can be provided on the preamble at the start of the burst, and the 

appropriate coefficients loaded into the adaptive filter. The processors can then be 

released from symbol frequency estimation and employed for other processes, such 

as decoding and error correction. This algorithm-sharing approach, operating on 

common hardware, can result in a more financially viable system. 

The OFFT algorithm has been successfully used in a burst mode satellite modem, 

where it is employed for frequency estimation and demodulation of a BPSK signal. 
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5.2.4. FPGA implementation 

A processor-based system is compromised by the speed of software operation, the 

program of which must be executed sequentially. To achieve a high-speed solution, 

whilst maintaining a degree of programmability, the IIR filter has been 

implemented into a low-cost Xilinx FPGA. The configuration programme is stored 

in ROM and downloaded to the FPGA at power-up, although it is also possible to 

reconfigure the gate array during operation. 

The IIR filter requires coefficient multiplications, which are easily achieved in a 

DSP processor with a dedicated multiply register. However, multiplication using 

discrete logic (as in a gate array) is time consuming and occupies a lot of silicon. 

To avoid using conventional binary multipliers, the filter coefficients have been 

successfully implemented using a novel technique of binary-weighted coefficients. 

This is achieved by bit shifting the data words and adding or subtracting, to obtain 

the required coefficient values. Hence, the filter coefficients are implemented 

automatically at the sample rate without the need for sub-multiplication processing. 

This technique results in an approximate reduction of 50% in silicon utilisation and 

a 50% increase in speed performance. 

The binary-weightings do impose quantization restrictions in the selection of the 

filter coefficients, however these restrictions are offset by the choice of sample rate, 

which provides fine-tuning to the desired centre frequency. 
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The FPGA implementation has been tailored to a commercial satellite data modem, 

operating at a sample rate of 2.59MHz and a data rate of 1 OOKbits/sec. The product 

is intended for consumer use and for cost reasons, the design has been targeted to 

the lowest specification device (2000 gates, 50MHz). Larger and faster devices are 

available (130,000 gates, 150MHz) and hence, there is much potential for 

improving performance and increasing sample rates. 

A 16-bit dynamic range has been used throughout the filter, and simulation results 

have demonstrated negligible quantization errors for I 6-bit coefficients. Further 

quantization analysis has shown that the coefficient can be reduced to just 9 bits, 

after which the system becomes unstable. 

Due to the discrete binary-weighted coefficient steps, this approach would have 

limited value for an adaptive system. A further complication is that reprogramming 

the device "on-the-fly", requires a configuration time of 2msec. During this period 

the device is inoperable and would result in loss of clock synchronisation. 

A tracking filter may be possible by retaining a fixed FPGA configuration and 

instead providing coherent adjustment of the sample rate frequency, to re-tune 

centre frequency of the filter. This is an idea that may warrant further investigation. 
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5.3. Applications 

Algorithms discussed in this work have been successfully integrated into a number 

of commercial, satellite data communication applications. Section 2.5.2 briefly 

describes a distance learning application, where computer binary files are broadcast 

by a TV presenter to remote students, utilising a data sub-carrier on an analogue FM 

TV broadcast, as illustrated in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1 Distance learning system 
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In this application, the author has developed a PC-based digital modem receive 

board, which implements a fixed frequency clock recovery algorithm. Clock 

recovery at 1OOKHz is achieved within an FPGA, which is sampled at 2.59MHz, as 

described in Section 2.5. 

For a full description of this application, readers are referred to the author's 

published paper [Appendix 11 { 4}]. 
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As a result of this in-house (University of Plymouth) application, commercial 

investment has resulted in a new application, involving the high-speed delivery of 

internet data to client computers. This application is illustrated in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2 Satellite Internet Service Provision 

The Satellite Internet Service Provision (SISP), allows client's outgoing packets, 

which are relatively few in number, to be routed via the slow telephone network to a 

satellite up-link, which has access to the internet backbone. The return packets are 

then delivered at 100Kbits/sec utilising a data sub-carrier on an FM TV broadcast, 

resulting in much fas ter delivery of complex www (world-wide-web) pages and 

other Internet services. 

The SISP system has been successfully implemented commercially. BT at Madley, 

in the U.K., has provided the satellite up-link and the SISP data has been 

transmitted on a 7 .74MHz sub-carrier on the EBN (European Business News) TV 

channel. Clients located in Jordan in the Middle East, have successfully accessed 

internet data, received from Eutelsat's Hotbird-I satellite. For further information on 

this application, refer to the author's published paper [Appendix 11 { 5 }]. 
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The SISP system illustrated in Figure 5-2, shows a one-way satellite system, where 

the (high-speed) internet data are broadcast on an analogue FM TV signal and the 

(low-speed) return-link is provided by a conventional phone modem. The natural 

progression to this hybrid scheme is to provide a full interactive satellite system. 

Based upon the success of the SISP system, a commercial contract has resulted in 

the development, at the University of Plymouth, of a two-way Satellite Internet 

System, as shown in Figure 5-3. 
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Figure 5-3 Two-way Satellite Internet System 

While in general most systems are striving to increase data rates, in this unique 

application, the data rate of the return-link must be kept low, due to bandwidth 

limitations, and is therefore ideal for implementation using DSP. 
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Satellite capacity is purchased both in terms of signal power and bandwidth. In 

satellite TV broadcasting, the satellite transponder is dominated by the power and 

bandwidth of the TV channels. To allow interactive services, narrow return-link 

channels are placed within the spare capacity of the transponder. These low data 

rate channels are of low power (typically 7dB signal/noise) and narrow bandwidth, 

and therefore contribute little to the transponder payload. The return-link channels 

carry little traffic, since they are only used for request and acknowledgement data, 

hence, 32K symbols/sec is adequate. 
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Figure 5-4 Satellite transponder frequency plan 
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A world-wide-web browser such as Netscape is used to request Internet pages. The 

request data are routed via a satellite return-link channel to a hub-station receiver, 

which in turn is connected to the Internet backbone, via a server computer. 

The DSP receiver (consisting of the dual-processor DSP board described in Chapter 

4 and Appendix 10) implements algorithms described in this thesis. A 256-point 

OFFf estimates the carrier frequency and is used to provide demodulation, while 

clock recovery is implemented using the fixed frequency IIR filter algorithm. 
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A preamble of just 32 symbols is used, to establish carrier frequency estimation, 

clock recovery and word synchronisation. DSP algorithms successfully acquire and 

decode the request packets, which are routed onwards to the Internet sites. 

The requested internet pages from the accessed sites are routed back to the satellite 

hub-station, where they are multiplexed into the MPEG-2 digital TV transport

stream and broadcast at high data rates (up to 2Mbits/sec). All users receive the 

broadcast, but Ethernet address filtering only allows the client that requested the 

pages to decode the data, which is displayed on the users web browser. Hence, the 

system traffic is asymmetric, where request data are relatively few and can be sent 

at low data rates, but the requested internet pages can be huge and therefore benefit 

from delivery at high data rates. 

This project is a world first and has received much acclaim from the satellite 

communications industry. A pilot scheme, funded by the BNSC (British National 

Space Centre) for satellite multimedia applications, has been successfully 

completed, the final report of which is referenced in [119]. 

Readers are also referred to the author's published paper [Appendix 11 { 7} ]. 
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5.4. Further work 

This work has involved development of the algorithms, with real-time DSP 

implementation tailored to specific applications. Given available devices, further 

work can be carried out to determine the maximum sample and data rates possible. 

The algorithms may be optimised for speed, by for example reducing the number of 

samples per symbol and pipelined optimisation of DSP code. 

In the case of an FPGA implementation, the speed is limited by the accumulative 

ripple-carry propagation delay of adders, used for the binary-weighted coefficients. 

The use of fast (lSOMHz) devices and look-ahead carry techniques, can 

significantly improve speed performance. The use of discrete binary-weighted 

coefficients, used in the FPGA, impose limitations for use in an adaptive system. 

However, in principle a tracking system is possible by providing coherent 

adjustment of the sample rate frequency derived from a VCO, resulting in 

repositioning the centre frequency of the filter. 

While the algorithms have been simulated using recording codes, real-time testing 

on data magnetic recording systems could be implemented. Given that the 

algorithms demonstrate good acquisition and flywheel performance, the constraints 

currently imposed on recording codes can be relaxed. Hence, new recording codes 

may be developed, which could provide improved storage capacity. 
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Chapter 6 

6. Conclusions 

Taking the investigation as a whole, the concept of using DSP for clock recovery 

has proven successful for low data rate systems. The algorithms investigated, all of 

which are based upon a high-Q "ringing" HR filter, have demonstrated good clock 

recovery properties, providing noise rejection, rapid acquisition and good flywheel 

performance. The author believes that a contribution to knowledge has been made 

in the following areas: 

• Analysis, simulation and real-time testing have shown superior performance 

over that of conventional feedback systems, particularly in terms of clock 

acquisition. This considerably reduces the length of the synchronising preamble, 

improving access time and increasing storage capacity. Also the long flywheel 

performance demonstrated allows use with channel codes containing long run 

lengths, and maintains clock synchronisation over severe data dropouts. 

• The fixed frequency algorithm has been simulated and implemented in real-time 

DSP processors. Clock acquisition is achieved at the first retrieved symbol 

transition and a symbol rate frequency offset of ±1% can be tolerated. The 

recovered clock flywheels over an SO-symbol dropout, without losing 

synchronisation. Cascading filter sections can extend this flywheel period. The 
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algorithm has been successfully incorporated into a number of commercial 

satellite data modem projects, and has proven reliable, even at low signal to 

noise ratios. 

• The fixed frequency IIR filter algorithm has been implemented within an FPGA, 

using fast binary-weighted coefficient multipliers, providing a single chip 

solution to digital clock recovery. This technique provides both a speed 

advantage and a reduction in silicon utilisation. Hence, GEC-Plessey 

Semiconductors (at Plymouth) are investigating the use of this technique, for use 

in high-speed digital filter integrated circuits. 

• An adaptive iterative tracking algorithm, based upon two symmetrically placed 

frequency offset detection filters, has been investigated. This algorithm 

demonstrates short-term tracking capabilities over a limited symbol frequency 

offset range. Simulation results have demonstrated improvements over that of a 

basic PLL, both in terms of acquisition time and range. Clock acquisition is 

achieved at the first retrieved symbol transition and the acquisition range can be 

up to ±1 0%. Also, the system demonstrates good clock flywheel performance, 

maintaining clock synchronisation over a dropout of 80 symbol periods. 

• An adaptive algorithm, using an OFFT as a symbol rate frequency estimator, has 

proven successful. However, the block processing involved reduces acquisition 
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performance to 64 symbols. The system is capable of detecting symbol rate 

frequencies, from almost de to the Nyquist frequency, and is therefore suitable 

for clock recovery of an unknown symbol rate. This algorithm is capable of 

tracking long-term symbol rate drift, updating the adaptive filter every 32 

symbols. The OFFf algorithm has been implemented in real-time DSP and has 

been successfully integrated into a satellite burst-data modem, where it is used 

for carrier frequency estimation. 

This investigation has resulted in the publication of seven refereed papers, relating 

to the developed algorithms and their applications. The referees remarks [120] and 

the subsequent feedback from readers [118], have been both positive and 

supportive. 

The contribution to knowledge of this investigation has resulted in the 

implementation of the developed algorithms, applied to satellite data 

communication systems. These experimental systems have successfully undergone 

pilot-schemes to demonstrate the technology. 

The following organisations have co-operated in this experimental activity: 

BNSC (British National Space Centre), ESA (European Space Agency), Eutelsat, 

Armstrong Electronics Ltd., Novella Satcoms Ltd. and Communicado Data Ltd. 
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